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Words from the IACDS President

As times go by…
Firstly, I would like to wish you all a very 
happy and prosperous New Year. I hope 
you had time to unwind ahead of what, 
we are all hoping, will be an exciting and 
busy 2016.

�e first few months in the post as 
president of the International Association 
of Concrete Drillers and Sawers (IACDS) 
have given me a chance to get used to the 
role and the transition to the new commit-
tee, including a whole new team behind the 
committee, has gone very smoothly and I 
feel there is a real energy to work hard on 
behalf of our industry across the world.

As I mentioned in my first column, I 
am following in the footsteps of my father, 
Peter, who was president of the association 
back in 2009. I think how times have 
changed, even in the past six years. We have 
recently started to hold committee meetings 
via video-conferencing rather than com-
ing together face-to-face. �at is certainly 
something that would not have happened 
during my father’s time as president.

It made me think how technology has 
come on so much, especially since my father 
first started D-Drill close to 50 years ago. 
He reminds me how, when he first started, 
he would have to go to the telephone box 
with coins to arrange jobs and they would 
write and post letters to confirm everything.

I was born when he was away working 
so he didn’t find out that I was here for a 
week after I had arrived!

Technology has, both in the machinery 
we use and the communications devices we 
have, improved the way we all work and has 
driven efficiency to a new level. But I am 
not sure this has made life any easier, in fact 
it’s brought new stress levels in many ways 
because you feel like you are working 24 
hours a day seven days a week. If someone 
sends an email, they are checking why you 
haven’t responded within minutes of send-
ing it. And that can be any time of day or 
night and especially when we are all working 
across the world in different time zones. 

I recently read Richard Branson’s book 
and he was talking about how scheduled 
holiday and time off for the top, top execu-
tives is almost impossible now and that they 
continue to work until the task is completed 
and then they decide for themselves if they 
can take time off. I am not sure I agree with 
the concept entirely, but it does feel as if the 
advances in communication have moved 
the world in that direction. Still, I am not 
sure I would want to go back to a time when 
I have to make calls from a telephone box 

in order to arrange jobs; perhaps we could 
find a happy medium!

As we come into 2016, another big 
change to our industry over very recent 
times is the need to diversify, add new ser-
vices and just go that extra mile for clients. 
Again, I think that has always been true to 
a certain degree, but I believe it has become 
much more apparent in recent years.

At D-Drill, we have added a whole 
range of services to our core of diamond drill-
ing and concrete sawing. We added a con-
crete scanning service and concrete polishing, 
as well as moving into new markets around 
kerb cutting and road surface preparation. 

It is not always easy to make the tran-
sition into the new areas - in one instance 
I had to invent a new machine - but the 
benefits of being able to offer an enhanced 
or new service to a customer is definitely 
something that helps you to insulate your-
self as a business. I am not saying every 
company in our industry can or should 
look to do this, but I believe it is definitely 
something we must all bear in mind, as 
the world becomes more competitive and 
clients expect more.

It’s something I am sure we will look 
at further when we meet at the IACDS 
meeting in Bauma in Germany in April, 
because I am keen that we share ideas and 
hopefully, as an industry, we can learn from 
one another and continue to improve.

I feel that we are all, finally, getting over 
the world recession that has dominated so 
many people’s thinking in recent years and 
that 2016 can be a year that we all start to 
move forward, think outside the box and 
drive our industry to a new level.

I look forward to seeing you in Ger-
many and do not forget to get your Dia-
mond Awards entries in before 29 February 
(http://www.iacds.org/diamondaward/
diamond-award-2016/submit-your-job) so 
we can help to showcase the part you play 
in our great industry. 

And please, if you have any ideas or 
thoughts that you would like the association 
to consider or discuss, do not hesitate to drop 
me an email at juliewhite@d-drill.co.uk 

But, please, don’t chase me if you 
haven’t received a response two minutes 
after sending it!!

Julie White, President of IACDS

Dear Readers
What would you do if you had US$45bn? Should you choose to donate it to 
charity like Facebook’s creator Mark Zuckerberg recently announced that he 
would do during his lifetime? Only 1% of the value of the shares he and his wife 
have will be bequeathed to the couple’s newborn daughter. �is sum of money 
is incomprehensible for ordinary people, you might think? But Zuckerberg is a 
rather ordinary man. He comes from the State of New York and his family practice 
Judaism, but he claims that he is an atheist. He studied at Harvard University but 
completed his psychology studies in 2006 without a degree. I guess he had other 
things to think about at the time, as Facebook was launched in 2004 and started 
to take off in 2006. Facebook currently has about 1.35bn users. �is is roughly 
the entire population of China or a fifth of the world’s population of around seven 
billion. Facebook is a US company and listed on the New York NASDAQ stock 
exchange since 2012. �e total value of the shares is estimated at about $150bn, 
of which Zuckerberg and his wife own about $45bn, which roughly corresponds 
to Serbia’s gross domestic product.

I think it is great that a relatively young guy has chosen to donate most of his 
fortune to charity, which will be controlled throughout his lifetime. �e $45bn is 
an astronomical amount of money and just the $4bn that he keeps is considerable 
and is perhaps easy to understand why he is donating the majority of his fortune. 
�is means that over the next 52 years, until Zuckerberg is 85, his family will have 
approximately $720,000/month to live on, provided that the value of the shares 
does not plummet.

�ere is hope for the future, not just because of Zuckerberg’s donation, but 
because the young generation to a fairly large extent have very sound opinions, think 
right and proper, are environmentally friendly and energy efficiently orientated, 
and often show considerably more sense than previous generations.

I sometimes get comments from my kids like; “Dad, do not let the water run 
while brushing your teeth” or “turn off the TV if you are not watching it.” Another 
example comes from the young operators working in our industry. Most are in 
favour of or even demand new tools and methods that prevent injury and provide 
a better working environment in the construction industry. �ere is an interest 
and endeavour among our young colleagues to increase the efficiency and quality 
without sacrificing safety or strict levels concerning noise, vibrations or emissions. 
�ere is awareness among the young that is admirable. Allow them to prosper in 
the workplace and show what they can do and believe in them. In these times when 
we are bombarded by the tragic news of the ruthless acts of terrorism, often carried 
out by young, radicalized fanatics who have completely lost faith in humanity, it is 
nice to hear of young people who actually want to actively do something to make 
this world a better place to live.

Now for something completely different. �is issue of PDi is the show issue for 
World of Concrete 2016. Besides its worldwide circulation it will be distributed at 
the show in our two booths. Our indoor booth C4236 is in the Central hall and 

our outside booth 031467 is close to 
all the suppliers of concrete cutting 
and floor grinding equipment.

Merry Christmas to all of you. 
Keep praying for a better world.

What would you do 
with US$45bn?
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Words from the EDA President

Goodbye 2015…
Welcome 2016

Pilar de la Cruz, EDA President, VD 
Voladuras Demoliciones y Desguaces 
SA, Spain

Another year is finishing and an interest-
ing 2016 is upon us. 

�is year has been very prolific for 
the European Demolition Association. 
�e main event was the Annual Conven-
tion, held in June in Helsinki, Finland. 
Great speakers, well-prepared confer-
ences and a beautiful place made this 
meeting one of the most successful in 
EDA’s history.

From this moment, until almost 
the end of 2015, EDA focused on the 
elaboration of the European Demolition 
Industry Report, the very first report 
produced about the European Demoli-
tion Industry.

�is document is the result of work 
by the EDA in its objective of helping 
the European demolition industry. �e 
price of the publication is €200 and can 
be requested on the link: http://www.
europeandemolition.org/industryreport

Looking at 2016, the prospects can-
not be better. In February, the European 
Decontamination Institute, partner or-
ganization of EDA, celebrates its Forum, 
the first in the frame of the European 
Decontamination. To promote the debate 
about decontamination activities and 
those non-identified hazardous waste 
streams, the event will take place on 10 
February in Brussels, Belgium. http://
www.decontaminationinstitute.org/
forum/edi2016/presentation

In June, the EDA will hold its 
2016 Annual Convention in Glasgow, 
Scotland. �is will be a special event for 
the EDA because there will be a change 
of president. After three years with the 
honour of being president of the EDA, 
my presidency is finishing. My colleague 
William Sinclair, currently EDA vice 
president will take over the mantle. I 
would like to wish him good luck, an ex-
cellent professional who perfectly knows 
our association after his many years of 
experience in it.

If you are interested in getting in-
volved or have feedback please contact 
EDA at: www.europeandemolition.org

Pilar de la Cruz
President of the European 
Demolition Association

About EDA
The EDA was founded in 1978 and is the leading plat-
form for national demolition associations, demolition 
contractors and suppliers. The EDA has a strong focus 
on developments in Europe, which are of interest to the 
demolition industry.

info@europeandemolition.org 
www.europeandemolition.org
 

EDAEDA

Hitachi’s new dealer in Slovakia

Hyundai appoints dealer for Bulgaria 

Chicago Pneumatic has appointed BO’s Hire 
& Sales (Pty) Ltd as its construction equipment 
distributor throughout South Africa. BO’s has 
its headquarters in Durban and is supported 
by twelve outlets throughout South Africa. 

CHICAGO PNEUMATIC APPOINTS 
DEALER FOR SOUTH AFRICA

The agreement includes compaction and 
concrete equipment, portable generators and 
light towers, portable diesel compressors, as 
well as pneumatic and hydraulic demolition 
and construction equipment.

Hitachi Construction Machinery (Europe) 
has appointed a new dealer Euro stroj 
Slovakia in Slovakia. The dealer is based in 
Bratislava and offers the complete range of 
Hitachi construction equipment and special 
application machines, such as light com-
paction equipment and Hitachi Sumitomo 
crawler cranes.

Euro stroj has 11 employees working in 
two branches and a 150m² workshop, which 
includes space for spare parts. Servicing and 
repairs are provided at three service centres 
in Bratislava, Lucenec and Prešov.

The most important sectors of the 
Slovak market for Euro stroj and Hitachi are 

construction and quarrying. The construction 
market is expected to grow by 4% in 2015 
following stabilisation in 2014, according to 
a report by analytical and research company 
PMR. Business confidence has also grown in 
recent years due to transport infrastructure 
construction investment plans.

“There is clearly a lot of potential in 
Slovakia for Hitachi construction equipment,” 
said Euro stroj sales representative Ján Benco. 
“We are looking forward to replacing the 
backhoe loaders that are still popular among 
some of our customers with new Hitachi 
excavators and wheel loaders, and growing 
our market share.”

Hyundai Construction Equipment has ap-
pointed Strotech Engineering based in Sofia 
as its dealer in Bulgaria. “We are looking for-
ward to establishing a long-term collabora-
tion with Hyundai Heavy Industries Europe,” 
said Strotech Engineering chief executive 
Fani Asenova.  “We are very confident in the 

Hyundai product, the machines are of very 
high quality and reliability which is what our 
customers look for in a brand.  At Strotech 
we are enthusiastic about the Hyundai brand 
and we will offer our customers a professional 
level of service at all times which is in line with 
the Hyundai ethos.”



Hyundai appoints dealer for Bulgaria 
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Looking back on the past twelve months I have mixed feelings on where 
the concrete sawing and drilling industry is headed. This is reinforced by 
reports from other international associations that identify similar issues 
we face here in Australia.

Walk onto any building site in Australia and you will know within 
a few minutes of what to expect in terms of safety and how your role on 
site is perceived. Right or wrong as subcontractors we inherit the short 
end of the stick more often than not.

Gone are the days when service, reliability, and efficiency counted 
for something and the reward of doing business was not based on the 
lowest price. Budget pressures generally start from underquoting work 
and then trying to absorb these costs by playing one subcontractor off 
against another.

For many companies it is not the money side of things they should 
be worried about, in fact it is the direct opposite. Taking on work with 
no margins is a sure fire path to insolvency and driving a wedge between 
you and your staff.

In the past 10 years we have seen the number of sawing and drilling 
companies increase nationally by more than 40 %.  The issue here has 
nothing to do with private enterprise; the issue is why an operator decided 
the grass was greener on the other side.

When asked for advice during the transition from operator to employer 
I ask the same question “Why do you wish to do this?” The majority of 
answers relate to an unhappy operator that is disenchanted with their 
employer and work environment. As an employer we tend to forget that 
the operator and not the equipment is our most vital asset. 

I am not getting into the reasons why; just remember the end result 
can be avoided if we as employers invest in better ways of improving our 
business operations. For those in denial I can absolutely guarantee the skill 
shortage we face is our own creation based on lack of training.

Whilst on the job training has been the backbone of trade proficiency, 
it is no longer a viable solution to enhancing the image of our industry. 
The fundamental principle of any training is to instil a standard repetitive 
action for a given task. It is used in every military, police, fire, and medical 
profession since their inception.

Implementing a training standard that defines who we are and what 
we stand for will overtime enhance the professional image of the sawing 
and drilling industry. Most importantly it is the tool to deliver uniform 
training standards for new school leavers and adult trainees. 

Our industry’s lack of recognised training is part of the reason we 
are looked upon as labourers rather than professional operators. Having 
a national training qualification is good for our industry and is the first 
step in addressing the skills shortage issue in Australia. 

Regardless of what you may think of the CSDAA the training is 
a national benefit for all contractors and will overtime strengthen and 
deliver better outcomes for those who are passionate, like me, of what we 
do and how we do it.

As always if any member or non-member wishes to discuss issues 
regarding the association or industry related business, please do not 

hesitate to contact me. I am 
happy to provide assistance 
where I can. 

Report from CSDAA in Australia 

Jason Franken, 
President CSDAA

Concrete Sawing & 
Drilling Association, 

Australia

KELTBRAY A GREEN CHAMPION
At the 2015 Green World Awards held in 
New Zealand, the UK company Keltbray 
was crowned Green World Champion in the 
Building and Construction category for works 
carried out at two London sites, including a 
Gold Award for Mitre Square, and a Silver 
Award for Chelsea Barracks.

“For our work at Mitre Square we were 
awarded a Green World Gold Award for 
achieving 97% waste recycling, and by pio-
neering the Casella real-time noise and dust 
monitoring system. At Chelsea Barracks we 
won a Green World Silver Award for saving 
energy and reducing carbon generation on 
site,” said Keltbray environmental manager 
Altin Lleshi.

These awards are presented by The Green 
Organisation, an international, independent, 

non- profit, non-political, non-activist environ-
ment group.

Keltbray also won two further environ-
mental awards at the 2015 Green Apple 
Awards UK ceremony in London. A Gold Green 
Apple award was presented to Keltbray for 
its demolition and enabling works at Victoria 
Circle, London and a Bronze Green Apple 
award for works undertaken at BBC Television 
Centre, London.

“At Keltbray we aim to balance our eco-
nomic achievements with a contribution to 
society and the environment,” said Keltbray 
Group  managing director John Price. “We 
are honoured to have won these prestigious 
Green Champion Awards, which demonstrate 
that waste reduction and improved resource 
efficiency integral to the way we operate.”

Kobelco Construction Machinery Europe has 
appointed a new dealer in Germany, Lopez-
Infantes Baumaschinen responsible for the 
eastern part of the north Rhine Westphalia 
territory.

Lopez-Infantes Baumaschinen joins an 
established German KCME dealer network, 
which includes EMB Baumaschinen, KARI 
Baumaschinen, F.R. Baumaschinen and 
Herbers Baumaschinen Vertrieb. The new 
appointment highlights KCME’s commit-
ment to supporting Kobelco customers 
across Germany by working with dealers 

who have specialist knowledge of their 
individual markets.

“Germany has always been a very impor-
tant market for Kobelco and the appointment 
of Lopez-Infantes Baumaschinen reinforces 
our commitment to this territory,” said KCME 
general sales and field marketing manager 
Philippe Le Bourhis. We are extremely pleased 
to welcome them to the Kobelco brand and are 
confident that their specialist knowledge of the 
West German market will result in higher levels 
of service and support for Kobelco customers.”

www.kobelco-europe.com

KOBELCO STRENGTHENS GERMAN NETWORK
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STEEL SHEARER
DSS 200

CRUSHERS
DCR 300
DCR 100

BREAKERS
SB 302
SB 202
SB 152

MULTI GRAPLERS
MG 200
MG 100

BUCKETS
Wide, standard, narrow

Scan for more 
infor mation 
about DXR!

Best workmates ever.
Your best workmate is the one you can always rely on, no matter 
what job you’re up to. You know what we mean, if you’re lucky  
to be the operator of a Husqvarna DXR demolition robot. These 
powerful machines are so compact, agile and lightweight that 
they can climb stairs, crawl through narrow gaps and be lowered 
down in shafts to do heavy, hazardous jobs precise and efficient, 
while you’re operating the wireless remote control at convenient 
distance. 

Husqvarna DXRs are available in five sizes from 15 kW/985 kg  
to 22 kW/2020 kg. They’re accompanied by a wide range of 
heavy-duty tools and accessories for breaking, crushing, cutting, 
soft demolition and excavating. For more information, visit our 
website or contact your Husqvarna representative today! 

www.husqvarnacp.com

Copyright © 2015 Husqvarna AB (publ.) All rights reserved. Husqvarna is a registered trademark of Husqvarna AB (publ.)
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Hitachi’s new dealer in Czech Republic

New US distributor for Bretec

China awards for Volvo

Chicago Pneumatic appoints dealer for Sweden

In the US Sandvik Construction has appointed 
Crusher Works as its distributor for the Bretec 
range of breakers throughout Mississippi, 
Alabama, Georgia, north Florida and west 
Tennessee. 

Crusher Works is established in the 
construction industry with offices, workshops, 

service engineers throughout the area, and 
is Sandvik Construction’s existing dealer for 
surface drilling products and mobile crushers 
and screens. “We are very excited to have 
Crusher Works join the distribution network 
of Bretec breakers,” said Sandvik OEM and 
Bretec North America sales manager Scott 

Davison. “With its experience in mobile 
crushing and screening and surface drill 
businesses, and strong customer base in 
quarries, recycling, and general construction 
applications, they are a great fit for us. I look 
forward to working with them to ensure they 
are successful.”

Crusher Works, based in Birmingham, 
Alabama, was formed in 2000 and initially 
focused on supplying Sandvik’s mobile crush-
ers and screens, but since 2014 has also 
included Sandvik surface drilling equipment. 
“The Bretec line is the ideal addition to the 
wide range we already provide and we are 
proud of our recent recognition as a Bretec 
dealership,” said Crusher Works president 
Neil McCoy. “Our great team is dedicated to 
each and every one of our customers’ overall 
experience and we will serve them with the 
information, attention and quality of service 
they deserve.”

Of the appointment, says: “Crusher 
Works has proved that the combination 
of Sandvik equipment and global after-
market support, together with its local 
knowledge and industry expertise, enables 
Sandvik customers throughout the area to 
benefit from a winning combination,” said 
Sandvik Construction, global distributor 
manager Kauko Juuri. “The company 
has proved to be an excellent distributor 
for the drilling and mobile crushing and 
screening products, and I am sure they 
will continue their excellent work with 
the Bretec breakers.”

Hitachi Construction Machinery (Europe) 
has appointed NET spol as its exclusive 
distributor for construction equipment in 
the Czech Republic. The agreement covers 
mini, medium and large Zaxis excavators, 
rigid dump trucks and ZW wheel loaders, 
special application machines, light com-
paction equipment and Hitachi Sumitomo 
crawler cranes.

As well as serving the construction indus-
try, NET is also a distributor for a wide range 
of equipment for forestry, waste handling, 
quarrying, mining and logistics. Founded in 
1991 it established a subsidiary Moreau Agri 
in 1992 to distribute agricultural equipment. 
Following the dissolution of Czechoslovakia 
in 1993, another affiliated company, Mannet, 
was set up in Slovakia.

The 40,000m² headquarters of NET and 
Moreau Agri are in Huštenovice, Babice, in 
the southeast of the country to enable close 
cooperation with Mannet. NET and Moreau 
Agri have eight branches and 13 service 
centres throughout the Czech Republic. 

With 65 service staff and 65 service vans, 
the company places a strong emphasis on 
after sales support. “We have increased the 
number of our service centres to ensure that 
we can be closer to our customers,” says NET 
product manager Igor Sýkora. “Our main aim 
is to sell high-quality products that respond 
to our customers’ needs. We are delighted to 
offer the complete range of Hitachi machines, 
which are renowned in our growing market 
for high productivity, operator comfort and 
advanced technology.”

Last October the members of the China Engi-
neering Machinery Marketing & Aftermarket 
Conference and Dealers Annual Meeting 
awarded Volvo CE China its ‘Top 10 Marketing 
Events’ accolade for its Customer Care Up-
grading Campaign for the fourth consecutive 

year. The annual event recognizes the most 
innovative ideas in the industry. In addition in 
the previous month the China Machinery & 
Electric Industry magazine, awarded Volvo CE 
China with the Equip China Innovation Pioneer 
Marketing Innovation honour.

Chicago Pneumatic has appointed GT 
Trading as its new dealer in Sweden. With 
more than 25 years’ experience in the 
construction market, GT Trading will offer 
CP’s range of light compaction equipment, 
rig mounted breakers, portable compres-
sors, generators and handheld hydraulic 
equipment. GT Trading was founded in 

1989 and has since been active within the 
machine sales industry in Sweden and the 
international market. “For us, it’s about 
reaching out to other customers than the 
ones we target with our existing products 
and Chicago Pneumatic is a serious brand 
with high-quality products,” said GT Trad-
ing sales engineer Josef Said.
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LiuGong advances along the ‘Belt and Road’

Sandvik Ballygawley plant receives €2,23M investment 

Nutzfahrzeuge appoints 
new managing director

Aquajet at 
forefront of 
robot trend

As part of Sandvik’s continuing improvement 
to its range of Mobile Crushers and Screens, 
the company has invested €2,23M in a new 
powder coating facility. The new capability 
will enable the mobile crushers and screens 
manufacturing process to benefit from 
reduced assembly times using the Kanban 
manufacturing philosophy, as well as produc-
ing other operating synergies.

The Sandvik factory located in Ballygawley, 
Northern Ireland, is one of the world’s premier 
manufacturing facilities for mobile crushers and 
screens and has enabled customers to benefit 
from the company’s materials and production 
expertise. The new facility will provide improved 
edge protection for the equipment, as well 
as further maximising customer investment 
through enhancing resistance to corrosion.

As well as producing improved equip-
ment safety and longevity for customers, 
the new powder coat plant will also make 
a substantial contribution to improved 
environmental, health and safety during 
manufacturing. This will be achieved through 
an automated process, improved material 
utilisation, atmosphere protection and no 
requirement for hazardous waste disposal.

Hydrodemolition is a specialist robotic 
water cutting technique for the removal 
of damaged concrete. It has been in use 
for well over 30 years and in recent times 
its popularity has considerably increased, 
according to the specialist hydrodemolition 
equipment manufacturer Aquajet Systems 
in Sweden.

“There has been a huge and very sud-
den in increase in awareness and demand,” 
said Aquajet Systems chief executive Roger 
Simonsson. “European sales for our robot 
water cutters have doubled since the start of 
2015 and since May demand has tripled.”

Simonsson said that safety is one of the 
main issues for the increase. “New regula-
tions in Europe now mean severe penalties 
for transgressors. For a company calculating 
the cost of possible injury to personnel, the 
investment in robot technology can mean all 
the difference to a company’s profitability, 
and even to its survival,” said Simonsson. 
“Efficiency is another main issue. Invest-
ment in robotics, as in so many other sec-
tors, can totally transform the speed and 
efficiency with which a company does a 
job. This in turn enhances the image of the 
company, and its marketability.”

Parts of Asia are also beginning to ap-
preciate the advantages of hydrodemolition 
robots. Hong Kong and Singapore are the 
two leaders in purchasing Aquajet units. 
“Sales are still modest in Hong Kong and 
Singapore, but we are now seeing com-
panies there drawing up their budgets for 
next year, and factoring in the purchase of 
this kind of equipment,” said Simonsson.

“Australia is also proving to be a good 
market for us, with outstanding potential. 
The only market for us that is not yet 
changing is the United States, which tends 
to have its own established practices, but 
our understanding is that this will change. 
Canada however has far more of a Euro-
pean attitude and is another area of great 
potential.”

The new generation of company own-
ers and chief executives is helping to drive 
the market, as the younger executives 
have grown up with the concept of remote 
control technology and worker safety, rather 
than the older methods of employing a large 
workforce to carry out work in dirty, noisy 
and sometimes dangerous conditions.

“Younger entrepreneurs and managers 
understand instinctively the safety and the 
quality aspects,” said Simonsson. “I have 
seen how the markets are moving forwards, 
and how the image of robotic hydrodemoli-
tion is achieving such a high profile. This 
will continue and believe we are at the 
beginning of a whole new era.”

The China-proposed ‘Belt and Road’ initia-
tive covers Asia, Africa and Europe, and each 
country along the routes of the ‘Silk Road 
Economic Belt’ that covers a vast territory 
of geographical diversity, such as plateaus, 
deserts and frozen earth. The initiatives seek 
to promote cooperation among participating 
nations and are presenting opportunities to 
ambitious CE manufacturers. 

LiuGong started its globalization path 
in 2003 towards its vision of becoming a 
world-class company in the construction 
machinery industry and has established a 
strong global presence. The company supports 
its global business with broad subsidiary of-
fices, manufacturing plants and research and 
development centres across five continents. 
It also has a strong dealer network of more 
than 380 dealers in over 130 countries, and 
extends to over 2,650 sales outlets. LiuGong’s 
overseas business has accounted for more 
than 35% of total revenue, with overseas 
employees making up 20% of the staff, and 
overseas assets accounting for nearly 10% of 
total assets. LiuGong has become one of the 
most internationalized companies in China. 

“Judging from our current status and 
so far satisfying achievements, LiuGong’s 

globalization strategy has been ahead of the 
era and all our efforts are paying off,” said 
LiuGong Group chairman Zeng Guang’an. 
“Despite the domestic market’s tumble, 
LiuGong still performs well in sales revenue 
and profits due to our overseas business. 
Meanwhile, the overseas markets have 
played a significant role in the improvement 
of product technologies, product quality and 
LiuGong management systems.” 

The Belt and Road initiative brings oppor-
tunities for companies as well as challenges 
to exert their own advantages, establish 
globalization strategy, and realize global 
operation. For LiuGong, the globalization 
strategy means not just to build an operations 
management system accepted globally, but 
also to overcome the national and cultural 
obstacles that result from this integration. 
LiuGong has long held a strong culture of 
localization, openness and inclusiveness, 
which have gained the company high-level 
talents and advanced experiences. LiuGong 
will continue this tradition and provide better 
services for customers in the Belt and Road 
countries to create a sustainable business 
model of cooperation. 

                  www.liugong.com

The executive board of Paul Nutzfahrzeuge 
has appointed Thomas Pfister as a new 
managing director responsible for the sales 
and technology departments. The company, 
based at Vilshofen on the Danube in Lower 
Bavaria, is one of the European market lead-
ers in special-purpose vehicle conversion and 
construction. This is a new position in the 
company and Pfister’s responsibilities will 
include the expansion of sales in the Middle 
Eastern and Asian markets.

Tractive AB I Gjutargatan 54 I 78170 Borlänge I Sverige 
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�e company Novarka is building a new sarcophagus 
over the destroyed nuclear reactor at the Chernobyl 
nuclear plant in Ukraine. �is unique construction will 
look like a huge arch and will be 257m long, 162m wide 
and 108m tall. �e new confinement is designed to last 
for 100 years of safe operation.

In September 2015 the company signed a contract 
with Blastrac Ukraine has supplied Novarka with equip-
ment for work on the new structure including a triple 
head grinding machine BMG-435W and dust collector 
BDC-1330. Blastrac also trained operators and helped 
to choose the right toughness and grit compounds of 
the grinding segments.

www.blastrac.eu

Blastrac grinder and dust collector at Chernobyl

Earthworks subcontractor MJ Church has made a sub-
stantial investment in Hitachi construction equipment 
for its work on a smart motorway project in England. 
A fleet of ten ZX210LC-5s, four ZX130LCN-5s and 
a ZX350LC-5 is assisting in upgrading a 21.6km 
stretch of the M3 motorway through the counties of 
Hampshire and Surrey.

Balfour Beatty is main contractor for the €180M 
scheme, which is aimed at increasing capacity, reduc-
ing congestion and shortening journey times between 
junctions 2 and 4a of the M3, which links south-west 
London to Southampton. 

MJ Church’s Zaxis-5 medium excavators started 
work stripping off topsoil and excavating the subsoil 
materials. �e majority was transported to the site 
compound, ready for recycling. A ZX210LC-5 fed the 
crusher in the recycling yard while the ZX350LC-5 
loaded MJ Church’s fleet of trucks from the stockpiles. 
Between 1,000t and 1,500t/day of recycled materials 
were transported back to the site at peak times.

At the busiest period MJ Church had 107 em-
ployees on the project, supported by the Hitachi fleet. 
“The 20t excavators were working close together 
on the central reservation in teams of three; one 
clearing the topsoil, one carrying out the excava-
tion work and the other putting the stone in,” said 
MJ Church works manager Vernon Creed. “My job 
is to ensure that productivity is high, so from my 
perspective reliability is the number one strength 
of Hitachi excavators. We look after our machines 
with support from Hitachi who provide us with an 
excellent service.”

MJ Church has a long-standing relationship with 
Hitachi. “�e performance of the machines is impres-
sive and they deliver a favourable cost of ownership,” 
said MJ Church managing director Steve Blower. “We 
are reliant on the efficiency of our equipment and team 
working in harmony. �e level of support we receive 
from Hitachi is second to none and this backup is so 
important to our operation.”

MJ Church invests in Hitachi for smart motorway

At Chutes a Charny, just a few kilometres from Quebec 
City, Canada, Indeco HP16000 and HP25000 break-
ers are assisting in the digging of an artificial lake and 
performing other earthworks involving the excavation of 
over 400,000m3 of rock. �e new lake is part of a project 

to convert a local camping area into a modern resort 
featuring permanent and temporary lots for recreational 
vehicles and mobile homes and small prefabricated 
buildings. Covering 150,000m2 the area includes 377 
different-sized lots for sale, rental and temporary parking. 

 

LAKE EXCAVATION FOR INDECO BREAKERS
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TURN YOUR 
DREAMS

INTO REALITY
Meet the third innovation of the original 
diamond array technology that changed 
the industry in 2005. ARIX G3, superior 

performance you can see and feel. 

Many Rotar demolition shears of the RDC series have 
been used at the former American military airbase 
in Lahr, Germany where demolition company Rino 
Bau- & Transport from Renchen has demolished two 
buildings, a complex and a shooting range.

�e former military structures are being demolished 
to make room for new development. During  demoli-
tion two Rotar RDC demolition shears mounted on 
Liebherr R 934 and R 954 excavators did the heaviest 
work. �e largest of the Rotar shears, the RDC 42 S, 
pulverised concrete walls of 300mm to 600mm thick 
and involved about 4,000t of material.

�e Rotar shear’s jaws and the standard speed 
valve allow for fast operation. �e excavator operators 

appreciated the ease of use, the breaking power and the 
simple controls of the Rotar machines. �e operators 
can replace the Rotar teeth and on-site maintenance is 
easy and fast.

“�e Rotar demolition shears have the best price-
to-quality ratio available and the maintenance costs are 
low,” said Rino managing director Jochen Baur. “My 
employees appreciate the reliability that these machines 
offer and like using them. Whenever I have questions, 
the sales manager Georg Ribitzki is there to answer 
them as the expert. We have six demolition shears from 
1950kg to 4100kg mounted on 15t to 70t excavators to 
perform demolition work.” 

www.rotar.com

Rotar demolishes airbase

“Greater flexibility, higher performance, faster 
implementation of large projects” – this is how 
Ferdinand Polixmair describes the challenges of 
the increasingly fast-moving mineral processing 
business. With 8 employees and a very remark-
able machinery fleet, the Polixmair GmbH from 
Gmunden can compete in the market very well. 
“We can handle up to 4 major projects in paral-
lel, we have the team and the machines available. 
Moreover we have no regional restrictions, we 
cover whole Austria, “ explains company owner 
Ferdinand Polixmair.

Third Rockster crusher 
in the machinery fleet

By the summer of 2015 Polixmair had 2 out 
of 3 mobile crushing plants in operation from 
Rockster. “We have been working with Rockster 
crushers for about 2.5 years and are very satis-
fied with the equipment. �e two R900 impact 
crushers are very quick and easy to transport on 
our own truck, making us flexible and quick in 
setting up,” says Polixmair. Since the mineral 
processing business is hard and the company 
doesn’t want to reject projects, the family decided 
to purchase an even bigger Rockster crusher. 
Already during the Mawev show in March 
2015, they checked out the R1100 series of the 
Austrian crusher manufacturer and decided some 
months later to buy an R1100D. It has a signifi-
cantly larger feed hopper, a 200 mm wider inlet 
opening and a higher throughput compared to 
the R900. “To avoid complicated special permits 
for transport we were looking for a plant with 
less than 40 tonnes, but still providing good 
performance. �is goal was definitely achieved 
with the R1100D. With use of screen box and 
return belt we crush on average 200 tonnes of 
asphalt per hour to 0-32 mm and about 150 tons 
of concrete to 0-32 mm. �e magnetic separator 
works properly and the final grain is of excellent 
quality,” explains Polixmair.

Recycling of 100,000 
tonnes of highway concrete 

A big current project is the reconstruction of the 
highway A10 in Salzburg, where 100,000 tons of 
highway concrete need to be recycled. Polixmair 
got the contract and is currently preparing 5,000 
tonnes of concrete per week, producing high 
quality final material with 0-32mm, which is 
used for stabilization and fillings in road con-
struction. �e project will continue until the 
summer 2016. “Our new Rockster plant is even 
more efficient and can handle larger projects in 
a shorter time”, says Polixmair.

RECYCLING OF 
100,000 TONNES OF 
HIGHWAY CONCRETE
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This issue of PDi will be dis-
tributed at the US show World 
of Concrete in February from 
PDI booths C4236 in the Central 
hall and O31467 in the outdoor 
area. THE WORLD OF CONCRETE SMORGASBORD 2016    
WOC 2016 will be the largest in seven years and an 
indication that the US market is getting back on track. 
Informa Exhibitions in the US, the organizer of WOC, 
is anticipating significant growth over the 2015 show, 
which was the largest event in six years, with 55,779 
visitors and 1,459 companies exhibiting in 63,000m2 
of space. 

A full week of action
“Excitement and palpable energy filled the show floor 
last year at WOC 2015,” said WOC director Jackie 
James. “�is space draw has surpassed expectations, and 
we are confident the 2016 event will be another hugely 

successful endeavour for both exhibitors and visitors.”
WOC and seminars taking place 1-5 February 

at the Las Vegas Convention Centre, will feature a 
full week of new product demonstrations, events and 
competitions, more than 100 educational sessions, 
luncheons, interactive workshops, and hands-on train-
ing. WOC is the industry’s only annual international 
event dedicated to the commercial concrete and ma-
sonry construction industries. Featuring indoor and 
outdoor exhibits with the industries’ leading suppliers 
showcasing innovative products and technologies, excit-
ing demonstrations and competitions, and education 
programme.

An array of new products
WOC will be a smorgasbord of new equipment in the 
segments of concrete sawing and drilling, demolition, 
hydrodemolition, concrete floor grinding and polish-
ing, equipment for handling dust and slurry. A list of 
exhibitors is included from segments covered by PDI.

World of Concrete is organized by Informa Exhibi-
tions U.S., Construction and Real Estate.  Informa is one 
of the world’s leading business intelligence, knowledge 
and events businesses with more than 6,000 employees in 
over 100 offices across 25 countries. �e Dallas Exhibi-
tions team produces a portfolio of 13 trade shows in vari-
ous sectors of the construction and real estate industry. 
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HYDRAULIC
CRUSHER 
FOR 3 TO 6 TONS
EXCAVATORS

SUPER LIGHT, SUPER POWER

THE ONLY ONE 
OF THIS CATEGORY WITH 
STANDARD TWIN BOOSTER

TWIN BOOSTERCRUSHING FORCE: 130t

THE WORLD OF CONCRETE SMORGASBORD 2016    

Monday – THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 1-4 
9:30 am – 5:00 pm 

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 5 
9:30 am – 1:00 pm

BRIEF FACTS ABOUT WOC 2016
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SELECTED EXHIBITOR LIST WOC 2016
3M  NES02
Advanced Concrete Technologies Inc  
 N437
Airtec-Marindus O31740
Alar Water Recycling Systems  N519
Allen Engineering Corp O31634
Allen Engineering Corp O31644
Allied Construction Products, LLC  
 C3251
Allmand Bros., Inc. C4529
Allstates Coatings Company S13156
Alpha Professional Tools S12249
Alpha Tecnologia en Aceros S.A. de C.V. 
 N1062
Alsset Engineered Products LLC  
 N3064
Alta Industries S12907
American Concrete Institute C4213
American Concrete Pavement Association 
 C4322
American Pneumatic Tools C5603
American Shotcrete Association  
 S10839
AMERIMIX N1512
AmeriPolish, Inc O40749
ANMOPyC N1451
Antraquip Corporation N2213
Anvil American Inc C4703
Aqua Blast Corp S12721
Aquafin Inc S10349
Aquajet Systems AB S12800
ARAMSCO S10555
Ashine Diamond Tool Co. Ltd. S11751
Atlas Copco Construction Equipment  
 C464
Auctiontime.com  C4040
Auctiontime.com  C4042                                                                                                                    
Aztec Products Inc.  O32126                                                                                                                

Bad Dog Tools  N2600                                                                                                                
Bad Dog Tools  O30428                                                                                                                       
BASF Construction Chemicals  S10107                                                                                              
BassTech International   S12812                                                                                                         
BEIJING JINGTAI DIAMOND TOOLS CO., LTD.                                                                  
 C4546
Blaklader LLC  O30613                                                                                                                  
BlastPro Manufacturing, Inc.  S10507                                                                                                 
Blastrac    S10117a                                                                                                                               
Blastrac   S10117c                                                                                                                                
Blount Inc    O31770                                                                                                                             
Blount Inc     O31770a                                                                                                                           
Blount Inc      O31770b                                                                                                                          
Blount Inc       O31770c                                                                                                                         
Blount Inc    O31770d                                                                                                                            
Bobcat Co  C5479                                                                                                                             
Brazilian Association of Technology for 
Construction and Mining C4237
Brentwood Industries, Inc. N2074
Briggs & Stratton Corp O31612
Brokk Inc C4519
Bunyan Industries O31441 
C.I.M. Industries Inc S10655
CARDI America O31559
Cardinal Scale Mfg Co N1153
Carhartt Workwear at Rugged Outfitters 
 N1962
CASE Construction Equipment C5849
Caterpillar Inc C6061
Chicago Pneumatic O30557
Columbia Machine, Inc N819
Command Alkon N637
Compact Excavator Sales LLC O31300
Concrete Polishing Association of America 
 S12653
Concrete Polishing Association of America 
 S12653a
Concrete Polishing Solutions O40737

Concrete Products N368
Concrete Raising of America S11153
Concrete Sawing & Drilling Association 
 C4433
Concrete Sealants, Inc. S11107
Concrete Show Brazil 2016 C6906
Coneqtec / Universal C5453
Conjet AB S10801
Construction Robotics N1964
CONTEC North America O40665
Corehole Solutions S13321
CS Unitec Inc O31421
Daejin Diamond Co., Ltd. S13021
DEUTZ Corp N2637
DEWALT O30765
Diamatic S10117
Diamatic S10117b
Diamond Blade Warehouse S11239
Diamond Productions Canada S11115
Diamond Products C4876
Diamond Products O32042
Diamond Products O32170
Diamond Speed Products, Inc. S12939
Diamond Tools International S12607
Diamond Tools Technology, LLC  
 O31654
Diamond Vantage C3349
Diamond Vantage O31658

DiamondBack diamond tools Inc.  
 S12951
DICA OUTRIGGER PADS C6685
DICKE Safety Products N3150
Diesel Progress N2417
Digga North America C6280
Disco Diamond Tools C3058
Distinctive Molds N1662
DITEQ Corporation C3355
DITEQ Corporation O31864
Dixie Diamond Mfg Inc C3047
Dongying Jiangxin Grinding Tools Co.,Ltd 
 S12632
Doosan Infracore Construction Equipment 
America C5487
Doosan Portable Power O31628
Drumcutters International Inc. C6479
Dry Air Technology S10752
Dust Director S12950
Dustcontrol USA O31728
Dustless Blasting S12845
Dustless Technologies N3068
Dynamic Diamond Tooling O31150
Eagle Industries S11715
EDCO - Equipment Development Co., Inc 
 O30744
Eden Innovations S13148
ENVIRO-PORT Inc    N419                                                                                                              
EUROMECC   N569                                                                                                                        
Everdigm Corp C6612                                                                                                                       
Everlast Epoxy Systems, Inc.     O40835                                                                                           
Everlast Epoxy Systems, Inc.     S12427                                                                                          
E-Z Drill Inc         C4439                                                                                                                    
EZ Grout         N1625                                                                                                                        
Fascut Industries Inc       N2921                                                                                                     
Fastrac Cement   O30066                                                                                                                   
Fengtai Diamond Tools USA, LLC                                                                                         
 S12352
Fiskars Brands Inc.    O31274                                                                                                             
Flagro USA S12049
FLEX North America Inc. O31363
FLEX North America Inc. S12147
FlexKrete S13049
Flowcrete Americas S11055
FNA Group Inc. S13118
Fuzhou BonTai Diamond Tools Co., Ltd. 
 S11827
Gang Yan Diamond Products S11807
Gehl Co C5663
General Equipment Co S10715
General Technologies, Inc. N2305
Genesis Attachments C4309
Gensco Equipment N2813
GSSI C4156

SMART TECHNOLOGY
FOR HIGHER PRODUCTIVITY.

Diamond coring and sawing just got easier with Cut Assist automated technology. 
Featuring intuitive operation and a fault diagnostic system, Cut Assist gives you full 
control of the job at hand. Simply enter a few parameters such as cutting depth or 
drilling diameter and press the start button. Finish other tasks at a safe distance while 
Cut Assist helps your tool take on a variety of demanding applications all on its own. 
With Cut Assist as your virtual assistant, you’ll never have to work alone.

Hilti Corporation I 9494 Schaan I Liechtenstein I www.hilti.com

Hilti. Outperform. Outlast.

Hilti Cut Assist
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Westagte Hotel & Casino

• 2017 Rebook Office 
• International Business Center

Badge Pickup (Mon-Fri)

WORLD OF MASONRY

PRECAST

THE PRODUCER CENTER 

Hangzhou Boda Diamond Com., Ltd.  
 S12633
HARTL Crusher North America O31600
Hatz Diesel of America Inc N2021
Helly Hansen (US) Inc S12622
Hilti, Inc. C4870
Hilti, Inc. O30699
Hilti, Inc. O30700
Hitachi Power Tools C7655
Honda Engines C4339
Honda Power Equipment O30109
HTC, Inc. O31133
HTC, Inc. S10627

Huachang Tools Corp S12755
Huada Superabrasive Tool Technology co., 
Ltd. S12529
Husqvarna Construction Products  
 O30166
Hyundai Construction Equipment  
 C5881
IMER USA Inc S12539
International Concrete Polishing and 
Staining Conference (ICPSC) S11610
International Concrete Repair Inst  
 S10339
International Grooving & Grinding Assn 
(IGGA) C4320
Jiangsu The Lus Diamond Tools Co., Ltd. 
 S11833
John Deere Construction & Forestry  
 C5463
Kaeser Compressors, Inc. C7561
Kärcher North America, Inc. O32214
Klindex O31429
LINK C6847
Maeda O31852
Makita USA, Inc. O30043
MALA GeoScience USA, Inc N2349
Mason Contractors Association of America 
 N1613
MEP North America N2704
Metabo Corporation O30550
Milwaukee Tool NES08

MKT Fastening S10548
Montabert/Geith C6073
Multiquip Inc C4802
Multiquip Inc O31836
Multiquip Inc O31842
Mustang Mfg Co Inc C5663
National Demolition Association  
 C4233
New Grind Inc O31461
Novatek Corporation S11255
Ocean Diamond Inc. S13430
ONFLOOR Technologies, LLC O30858

ONFLOOR Technologies, LLC S12127
Onyx Environmental, LLC O41030
PDi Magazine C4236
PDi Magazine O31467
Peak Software Systems S13351
Pearl Abrasive S12239
Peterbilt Motors Co C5172
Proline Decorative Concrete Systems                                                                                    
 O40617
Proline Decorative Concrete Systems                                                                                    
 S11907
Pullman Ermator Inc.    S11739                                                                                                          
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Pullman Ermator Inc.         C4621                                                                                                     
Quanzhou Zhongzhi Diamond Tool Co., Ltd.                                                                         
 S13152
Quest Construction Products  S10748                                                                                         
Quick Attach Attachments, LLC                                                                                              
 C7385
QUICKFIT Starter Bar Holder  N2853                                                                                   
QUIKRETE  S10227                                                                                                                          
QUIKRETE    S10527                                                                                                                        
Rhino Tool Company, Inc. O40217
Ritchie Bros C4111
Riviera Brush Co. N1565
Robert Bosch Tool Corporation O30200
Robert Bosch Tool Corporation O30513
Rubaroc USA LLC S12854
Runyon Surface Prep O40533
Sakrete S10639
Sandvik Construction C7174
SASE Company Inc. O40841
Scanmaskin Sweden AB O31242
Scanmaskin Sweden AB S11127
Sencore Diamond Tools O31254
Sicoma North America N619
Sierra Stone / Rubber Stone S12618
Solo S12416
Solomon Colors O41054
Sonoco S11027
Stanley Hydraulic Tools O31673
Stephens Mfg N627
Stihl Inc C4631
Superabrasive, Inc. O31517
Superabrasive, Inc. S11627
Terrco, Inc. O30424
US Saws O31861
US Saws S11007
US Shotblast Parts & Service Corp  
 S10150
Volvo Trucks North America Inc  
 C7326
Wacker Neuson Corporation O31708
WOC EUROPE C4336
World Diamond Source S11307
Wright Tool NES10
Xiamen Kaiyuan Diamond Tools Co.,Ltd 
 S13054
Xtreme Polishing Systems O40643
Xtreme Polishing Systems S12247
Yamaha Motor Corp N3037
Zhengzhou Sinoblade Industrial Co., Ltd 
 S11541

Read more 
news and 
reports at:

www.pdworld.com

© 2015 ICS | Blount Inc. All rights reserved. 

icsdiamondtools.com

THE INDUSTRY LEADER
IN CONCRETE CUTTING

The 890 series Hydraulic Saw 
for Professional Cutting Contractors. 
Designed to get the job done quickly 

and accurately every time.

Experience the performance and power bene�ts of  
a saw designed with key customer-driven features  

for usability, durability, and low maintenance.

ICS, Blount Europe S.A. • Rue Emile Francqui, 5 
1435 Mont-Saint-Guibert, Belgium • T +32 10 301 251

 ICS | Blount Inc. • 4909 SE International Way 
Portland, OR 97222 USA • T 800.321.1240 
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�e new 49t Keestrack Destroyer 1113, with a second-
ary screen, has been deployed in the recycling process 
at Danish company Kim Vind Maskinstation and 
Entreprenør since the summer of 2015. Supplied and 
supported by dealer TNS Imex in Løgumkloster, the 
Destroyer 1113 with the secondary screen unit and 
recycling conveyor is easily and quickly transported to 
any location. “We were convinced by the machine’s short 
set-up times and its high level of mobility on difficult 
terrain,” said director Kim Vind. 

�e material first emerges from the 5m³ charge 
hopper with variable vibrating pan feeder via an active 
double-deck primary screen to separate the fine particles, 
which are transported outside the crusher by a bypass or 
are stockpiled laterally. �is minimises wear and tear and 
optimises the impact crusher’s efficiency with an intake 
opening of 1050mm x 800mm. 

A vibration chute beneath the crusher transports 
the crushed material onto the main discharge conveyor, 
where the remotely controlled hydraulically height-

adjustable overband magnet separates metallic con-
stituents. �e optional single-deck final screen produces 
two fractions via conventional removable screen media, 
with the swivel-mounted recycling conveyor returning 
the oversize grain to the charge hopper or stockpiling 
as additional final grain. �e optional double-deck 
module and upgradable mid-grade conveyor for a 
second value-grain size offers even higher added value 
in solo operations.

�e machine is controlled and monitored by Kees-
track’s SPS-based Relytec controller, which guarantees 
numerous function routines, clear on-screen informa-
tion and optional wireless remote control, a high level 
of operating convenience and smooth operations. Kim 
Vind opted for the ECO-FS diesel-hydraulic system 
with a 298kW Cummins diesel engine and load-sensing 
hydraulics, enabling fuel savings of up to 25%. With 
more than 500h of operation in the first five months 
since start-up, the Destroyer 1113 achieved produc-
tion rates of between 200t/h and 260t/h during typical 

recycling operations with diverse building rubble. 
Approximately 230t/h has been recorded for gravel 
production from granite/siliceous limestone. Average 
fuel consumption to date is almost 50litres/h.

“�e switch to Keestrack’s crusher and secondary 
screen unit has enabled us to expand our range of 
services and our customer base. Today we are process-
ing a broader range of raw materials and supplying 
higher-grade end products, regardless of whether we 
use demolished concrete, asphalt, natural stone or any 
other unspecified building material,” said Kim Vind. 
“Even when used on construction sites, the Destroyer 
1113 comes into its own when equipped with an ad-
ditional hydraulically driven generator and compressor 
for small tools. �e final screen means we can often 
dispense with a machine, making it possible to process 
smaller batches in solo operation. In addition, a self-
mounted fan for the air separation of light materials 
also enables us to handle the processed residual mass 
in a simple manner.”

KEESTRACK   
Destroyer 1113 at Kim Vind

Keestrack’s Destroyer 1113 crusher unit is helping Kim 
Vind to expand its range of services considerably.

Left to right Grete and Kim Vind, TNS Imex Keestrack 
dealer Thomas Sørensen.

At the heart of the machine lies the directly driven 
Keestrack type 1113 crusher unit, which, thanks to ef-
ficient prescreening delivers a high product quality.
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Rockster Recycler AUSTRIA 
Tel.: +43 7223 81000 

office@rockster.at 

www.rockster.at

Save money and natural resources 
                                       with Rockster‘s efficient Recycling solutions

• Compact machines, very easy to trans-
port without permits

• Easy adjustable screening curve
• Very consistent performance
• Full process control
• Patented double functional return-/

stockpile belt

Rockster is the perfect partner for demolition debris and asphalt recycling

Check our references!

In July 2015 German diamond tool manufacturer Heger 
moved to a new production plant and headquarters to 
provide capacity tin preparation for future expansion.

�e focus is set on continuous product develop-
ment and constant product quality. In house segment 
production will be continuously expanded and Heger 
invested in new sinter presses to respond to customers’ 
short notice requirements.

�is year the focus is on further development of 
diamond tools. After the new series of wall saw TWD 
and the new Heger drill rig were released, there is a 
special joint cutter blade, DAD6 for dry cutting of 

Heger diamond tools, made in Germany
asphalt. �e proven TCN5/6/7 for concrete joint shear 
blades was improved as the TCD series.  Further product 
developments for diamond saw blade for concrete and 
asphalt are DCX1/2 and DAX1/2 for angle grinders. 

Development of drill bits is in full swing and 
the test results are extremely positive. Development 
and production of new segment recipes in Germany 
guarantee enhanced cutting results, high level of wear 
resistance and constant product quality. �e finishing 
is carried out on most modern laser welding machines 
corresponding to EN13236 and oSa. 

www.heger.com

Hand and foot controls will be offered as an option on 
Caterpillar D series skid steer, multi terrain and compact 
track loaders. Single-axis joysticks provide the normal 
fore and after movement. �e shorter joystick travel, 
compared to traditional hand levers, allows operators to 
use the armrest for increased comfort and reduced fatigue.

Caterpillar hand and foot controls offer multiple 
control modes that allow operators to tailor the drive 
and implement response to their skill or task. �e 
recessed foot pedals are adjustable to provide a com-
fortable and ergonomic operating angle.

The hand and foot control option will be 

available for the 226D, 232D, 236D, 242D, 
246D and 262D skid steer loaders; for the 257D, 
277D and 287D multi terrain loaders; and for the 
239D, 249D, 259D, 279D and 289D compact 
track loaders.

www.cat.com/handandfootcontrols

CATERPILLAR INTRODUCES HAND AND FOOT CONTROL OPTION
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How well the global concrete sawing and drilling 
industry performed in the last 12 months is hard to 
describe in a short summary. Since the end of 2008 
the industry has been slow to progress. �e ups 
and down, with small variations, is something we 
have been used too. But since the dip in 2009 the 
markets are slowly recovering, but at a slower pace 
then expected.  For a while the outlook was really 
promising particularly in South America’s biggest 
market, Brazil.  

North up and south down
�e region that has shown the strongest recovery is 
the North American market. �e revenue for the 

members in the US Concrete Sawing and Drilling 
Association has almost doubled in recent years. �e 
sleeping giant has started to wake up providing a lot 
of new projects in infra structure, housing and com-
mercial buildings. �e trend is continuing upwards. 
South America is providing more or less the opposite 
development. �e biggest market in South America, 
Brazil, made U-turn a couple of years ago at the same 
time as the football World Cup. To make things 
even more difficult they also sharpened their import 
regulations to stimulate domestic manufacturing and 
sales.  Five years ago, Brazil was growing at 7.5% and 
now it is struggling with a 9.56% inflation rate and 
a fiscal deficit. Unemployment hit a five-year high 

of 7.5% this year, and experts say that will keep 
climbing. Next year the economy, the world’s eighth 
largest and the biggest in Latin America, is expected 
to contract 2%, and Brazilians are feeling the pain.

Brazil has two big problems, economic and 
political. If these problems can be solved Brazil has 
a great potential to prosper. It is a very rich country 
from natural resources, strong agriculture industry 
and favourable climate. It has a young and very 
potent workforce and a big need to improve its infra 
structure, housing and industry. �ere are questions 
being asked if Brazil will be in time with the prepa-
ration for the Olympic games in Rio de Janeiro in 
2016. However, several analysts have said that Brazil 
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special surveyspecial survey

Another 12 months have passed in the global concrete cutting 
industry with not a lot of progress but there are now signs of 
improvement. Jan Hermansson reports.

How was 2015 for the 
global concrete sawing 
and drilling industry?



AQUA CUTTER

Cutting Edge Hydrodemolition

We can’t describe our  
AQUA CUTTER robots in  
any other way. They  
are simply the most 
versatile and advanced  
Hydrodemolition products  
on the market. That’s why 
we are the market leader.Meet the AQUA CUTTER family at aquajet.se
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Everything starts at World of Concrete. It’s the industry’s only annual 
international event dedicated to the commercial concrete and 
masonry industries. And, it jumpstarts each new year by supplying you 
with the latest innovations, expert know-how and best new products 
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will make it and everything will be ready. If the Olympic 
games do well it will have a very positive effect on the 
economy. And if that happens it is also going to leave a 
legacy after the games for Rio de Janeiro. Other countries 
in the South American region, like Chile and Colombia, 
are doing much better then Brazil. �ere are not many 
concrete cutters in these countries but there are many 
professional contractors with many employees. Several 
have subsidiaries in neighbouring countries and there is a 
big interest in investing in new techniques and methods.

Europe easy to sum up
�e situation in Europe has not changed in the last 
year. �ere is a clear division between the south and the 
north. �e south is still struggling. Spain has reached 
the bottom and the economy is picking up, even though 
concrete cutting firms have not seen the fruits of that so 
far. Italy is still uncertain if it is falling or hit the bottom. 
France is not doing well but the market is quite uneven 
and there are large projects going on particularly in the 
process and nuclear industries. �e UK continues on 
its upward path, but as in many other countries the 
speed is slower then expected as in Benelux, Germany 
and Scandinavia. �e number of bankruptcies is on a 
normal level and the number of concrete sawing and 
drilling firms has increased slightly in all these coun-
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tries with positive figures. �e former eastern block of 
Europe is unchanged in terms of the economy. Russia 
continues to be a very difficult market to do business in. 
�e numbers of concrete cutting firms is about 400 and 
the projects are often big. �ose foreign manufacturers 
that were lucky to find a good distributor or have set up 
their own subsidiary with the right Russian personnel 
can do good business in Russia.

Don’t forget Africa
A region that still is on a low level but is increasing quite 
fast is North Africa particularly the French speaking 
countries. �ere are not many contractors, but the 
number is fast increasing in countries like Morocco, 
Algeria and Tunisia. Contractors in these countries often 

take on projects in other French speaking countries 
like Niger, Chad and the Ivory Coast. Manufacturers 
from French speaking countries have a long history in 
these countries due to the language. �e South African 
concrete cutting industry is also doing well and is on 
a level close to Europe. South Africa does not have a 
national association of concrete sawing and drilling 
contractors. Business is reported to be quite good with 
many large projects with in several types of process 
industries and refineries.

Middle East soon booming again
�e countries of the Middle East are now showing signs 
of progress after quite a number of years of stagnation. 
Large projects that have been on hold are now restarting, 

which has attracted foreign concrete cutting and demoli-
tion contractors to come back to the area. Many local 
building contractors in the Emirates, Qatar, Bahrain and 
Kuwait are hiring their own staff for concrete cutting 
and demolition. �ese workers still come from low sal-
ary regions like Pakistan and India and often equipment 
and methods are quite old fashioned and inefficient. A 
smaller but increasing number of professional domestic 
and foreign contractors are taking on jobs with modern 
equipment and well trained operators. �is region is 
again expected to have a quite prosperous situation in 
the next five years. 

Further east India has enormous potential for 
concrete cutting and demolition. It is changing at a 
faster speed than China did some 10 to 15 years ago. 
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�ere are not many professional concrete cutting firms 
and most are concentrated in the larger cities. However, 
there are thousands of small one man drilling businesses 
with core drill stand and tools transported on mopeds 
and bicycles. All the big manufacturers are present here 
and many cheap Chinese and a few domestic brands are 
flooding the market. Hilti has recently set up a factory 
in India and Tyrolit has a big portion of diamond tool 
manufacturing in �ailand. 

�e �ai concrete sawing and drilling industry 
is similar to India, but much smaller. �e number of 
professional concrete cutting firms is believed to about 
30 to 50 companies and growing. Also in �ailand 
there are many one man drilling companies. �ailand’s 
concrete sawing and drilling industry is by far the big-
gest in the region compared to neighbouring countries 
like Malaysia, Myanmar, Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam. 
Diamond tools and equipment are very influenced by 
Chinese manufacturers.

In the far east end
Further east to Australia the Concrete Sawing and 
Drilling Association Austria president Jason Franken 
reports that the Australian and New Zeeland concrete 
cutting industry has bottomed out and showing signs 
of increasing in 2016. �e last two quarters there have 
seen an increased need in skilled concrete cutting and 
demolition operators.

�e Chinese concrete sawing and drilling industry 
has declined due to the country’s slowing growth in 
the construction industry. Projects in the larger cit-
ies like Shanghai and Beijing are on hold. However, 
many smaller inner cities are still expanding and the 
infrastructure is growing. So the Chinese concrete 
cutting market is still increasing but on a slower level 
than previously experienced. It is believed there are 
above 1,000 concrete cutting firms in China with more 

then one employee, but several hundred big concrete 
cutting operations.

�e Japanese concrete cutting industry is the market 
that is most different from the rest of the markets in 
the world. �e association has about 35 members that 
represent maybe about 80 or 90% of the market. �ere 
are also around 15 supplier members in the association. 
�ere are very few small concrete cutting firms in Japan 
and the association members have hundreds of employ-
ees and turn over figures that far exceed the biggest US 
or European concrete cutting contractors.

High cycle chain saws 
the innovation of the year

�ere were few new equipment launches in 2015 and 
most of the new diamond tools and equipment, were 
mainly upgrades or improvements to existing equip-
ment. However, there were examples of the first high 
cycle chain saws released. Husqvarna and Pentruder 
released their first high cycle chain saws and more 
manufacturers are expected to release new products 
in 2016 at the World of Concrete in February and 
Bauma in April. 

2015	  Global	  Concrete	  Cutting	  Market
Country Association Total	  number Average	  revenue
Association Members of	  contractors company	  in	  US$
Australia 220 620 800’000
Austria 37 130 800’000
Brazil 0 400 400’000
Canada 28 350 600’000
China	  (5) 0 1’000 300’000
Czech	  Republic 0 50 500’000
Denmark 35 150 600’000
France 35 250 1’400’000
Germany 663 1’200 600’000
India 0 700 400’000
Ireland 40 0 300’000
Italy 0 200 600’000
Japan 110 1145 1’200’000
Korea 0 730 1’000’000
Netherlands 110 400 500’000
New	  Zealand 40 120 500’000
Poland 0 120 400’000
Portugal 0 30 300’000
Russia 0 400 600’000
Spain 21 120 500’000
Sweden 110 360 1’100’000
Switzerland 86 300 1’000’000
Thailand 0 50 400’000
Turkey 0 80 600’000
United	  Kingdom 84 250 1’400’000
United	  States 302 2’500 2’673’000

1921 6955 19’473’000

Estimated Date	  info
total	  US$ provided
496’000’000 14-‐06-‐12
104’000’000 14-‐06-‐12
160’000’000 12-‐03-‐07
210’000’000 12-‐03-‐06
300’000’000 12-‐03-‐06
25’000’000 12-‐03-‐06
90’000’000 12-‐03-‐07

350’000’000 11-‐05-‐07
720’000’000 15-‐04-‐23
280’000’000 12-‐03-‐08
12’000’000 08-‐05-‐03

120’000’000 12-‐03-‐06
1’374’000’000 14-‐06-‐12
730’000’000 05-‐06-‐02
200’000’000 12-‐03-‐06
60’000’000 05-‐06-‐22
48’000’000 12-‐03-‐06
9’000’000 12-‐03-‐06

240’000’000 12-‐03-‐06
60’000’000 14-‐06-‐12

396’000’000 15-‐04-‐23
300’000’000 14-‐06-‐12
20’000’000 15-‐12-‐14
48’000’000 14-‐06-‐01

350’000’000 15-‐04-‐23
6’700’000’000 15-‐04-‐23

13’402’000’000
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The next bauma, which takes place at the Messe 
München trade-fair centre from 11 to 17 April, 2016, 
has expanded its digital presence. Bauma is now rep-
resented on various social networks such as Facebook 
(www.facebook.com/baumaOfficial), LinkedIn (www.
linkedin.com/company/bauma-official), Twitter (www.
twitter.com/baumaOfficial) and YouTube (www.you-
tube.com/baumaMunich). Updates will be posted on 
a regular basis.

Tickets to bauma are now available online at www.
bauma.de/trade-fair/visitors/purchase-ticket. Visitors 
registering in advance save money and also automati-

Bauma expands digital presence
cally take part in the bauma raffle. �at applies to visitors 
who redeem vouchers. Another advantage of registering 
in advance is that visitors can proceed directly to the 
turnstiles.

Another tool that helps visitors prepare for the fair 
is the exhibitor list at http://exhibitors.bauma.de/en. 
�ose who are interested can go to the ‘Hall Plan’ to get 
an impression about the halls and the outdoor exhibition 
site. �e ‘Exhibitor Search’ gives users detailed informa-
tion about the exhibitors and their products. Visitors 
can also put together a ‘Reminder List’ to ensure they 
are prepared in advance.

Since the EU Commission issued a warning about 
the requirements set out in European standard EN 
474-1 on visibility for earth-moving machinery, 
which came into effect on 28 January 2015, there 
has been uncertainty as to when an earth-moving 
machine meets statutory requirements and what 
measures are required for safe operation in compliance 
with applicable regulations. A position paper by the 
German engineering association Verband Deutscher 
Maschinen- und Anlagenbau (VDMA) is intended to 
help clarify the situation.

For manufacturers it means that for any earth-
moving machinery offered after that date it can no 
longer be assumed that in meeting the requirements 
set out in EN 474-1 they will have complied with 
statutory requirements concerning visibility. The 
presumption of conformity does not apply and could 
create problems, especially in case of legal proceedings. 
Since the presumption no longer applies a manufac-
turer may, under certain circumstances, have to prove 
that the precautions taken within the framework of the 
risk assessment were sufficient and the manufacturer 
is not at fault. 

Similar considerations apply to machinery op-
erators. Where an accident occurs as the result of an 
inadequate risk assessment, this can have significant 
consequences. �e standard committee is currently 
working on the revision of EN 474-1. �e CEN/TC 
151 committee has said that the completion and the 
concomitant lifting of the warning are not expected 
before late 2016.

Suggested points for risk assessment
To provide manufacturers and operators with help in 
the intervening period, the VDMA’s paper provides 
detailed explanations of the statutory obligations with 
which manufacturers must comply and declaration 
of conformity. �e EU committee has suggested the 

following five points, which the VDMA recommends 
should be taken into account in the risk assessment:

• direct visibility must have priority,
• near field visibility must be improved by lowering  
 the test specimen from 1.5m to 1m
•  visibility aids such as camera monitor systems or  
 mirrors must be mounted in the forward direction
•  visibility aids must not be impaired due to   
 movable machinery parts, e.g. excavator arm 
•  mirror-to-mirror systems are not permitted.

VDMA warning against putative panaceas
If certain machines do not comply with these criteria, 
the VDMA paper suggests that measures should be 
selected which are state of the art and comply with 
the protection objectives “as much as possible”. An 
explicit warning is given against putative panaceas. 
Camera monitor systems cannot be considered safety 
systems, only comfort or assistance systems. �ey 
cannot replace construction site organisation and 
communication. 

Also viewed critically are the visibility maps cur-

rently being discussed. �ese are intended to show a 
driver which areas cannot be seen at all or with dif-
ficulty. �e paper also sets out other arguments against 
their effectiveness. 

Operators and employers are advised to check 
their risk assessments for each machine application and 
to update them where necessary. During the current 
transitional period there should be an ‘emphasis on 
organisational and personal protective measures’. �is 
can include increased use of additional human guides 
and the adjustment of construction site organisation. 

�e VDMA paper also suggests referring to the 
rules of the Employers’ Liability Insurance Association 
for the Construction Industry concerning earth-moving 
machinery (BGR 500, Clause 2.12) and the document 
published by the Federal Institute for Occupational 
Safety and Health entitled “Bekanntmachung zur Be-
triebssicherheit 2111” (Information on occupational 
safety 2111). Operators can also contact machinery 
manufacturers to obtain further information.

�e VDMA paper is available in German and 
English at http://bub.vdma.org/article/-/articlev-
iew/10279543

VDMA WARNING ON MACHINE VISIBILITY 



Bauma expands digital presence



Johannes Wilfried Huber.
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Since PDi’s last visit almost the entire headquarter 
premises has being remodelled, including a 30,000m2 

innovations centre, which was opened at the end of 
May 2015. �e Innovation Centre, housing all units 
and functions involved in research and development, 
has around 400 employees. �e centre emphasises its 
long-term commitment to progress and cutting-edge 
technologies.

In addition to the development area, the centre 
houses a cafeteria, a number of relaxation rooms, fitness 
centre and a room for worship. Close to the innovation 
centre Hilti also recently opened its Hilti Child Care 
Centre for its employees’ small children. 

The Hilti insurance
“Our biggest priority is to make sure our clients are 
profitable by working with us,” said Hilti Diamond 
Market Development director Martin Gödickemeier. 
“We want to see our clients satisfied with our products 
because they know they can make more money with us 
and have less problems. With the Hilti Fleet Manage-
ment programme contractors can minimize losses due 
to breakdowns, be in time and take on more jobs and 
all at planned costs.”

Hilti entered the professional concrete sawing and 
drilling industry in 1982. Ten years later they acquired 
Swedish manufacturer Gearmec. In 2005 the company 

introduced its Hilti Fleet Management programme 
whereby contractors rent or lease everything from 
Hilti. A Fleet Management contract runs up to fours 
years. When the contract ends the contractor can either 
purchase the equipment or sign up for a new period. By 
renewing contractors always work with the latest equip-
ment and tools. If a machine breaks down the contactor 
will get a replacement machine and tools as standby if 
needed. Swiss contractors favour Fleet Management 
and are also becoming very popular in Germany where 
at least 70% of the Hilti users opt for Fleet Manage-
ment. In Scandinavia about 30% to 40% of the users 
prefer the system. Hilti Fleet Management is soon to 

From the right Martin Gödickemeier 
and Hans-Jörg Rieger.

The new Hilti executive management quarters in 
Schaan.
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LESS FUSS
  - More Money with Hilti

PDi recently revisited Hilti headquarters in Schaan, 
Liechtenstein. Editor-in-chief, Jan Hermansson reports.



be launched in the US. “Most of our clients see Hilti 
Fleet Management as an insurance,” said Hilti Diamond 
Sawing Systems product manager Hans-Jörg Rieger.

Saving time and on what is relative
One of the driving forces for Hilti when developing 
new machines and tools for concrete cutting is to make 
things easy for operators. One good example is Hilti’s 
high frequency equipment that has few components. 
Compared to other manufacturers the electric converter 
is integrated in the sawing or drilling unit instead of in 
a box connected with a cable. 

One of Hilti’s latest developments is the core drill-
ing system Hilti DD 350-CA with the new auto feed 
device DD AF-CA. �is is the first core drilling system 
with the Cut Assist concept launched mid of 2015. After 
the core drill system has been mounted it completes the 
drilling procedure on its own. It carefully establishes 

the first millimetres of the drilling, before accelerating 
and sensing for rebar, increasing torque, and signalling 
the tension to the operator. When through the rebar 
the system speeds up and stops automatically when the 
drilling is complete. �e system is watercooled and spash 
water protected and there is no need for air-cooling of 
the drill motor.

According to Hans-Jörg Rieger the Cut Assist 
concept increase operators’ working time by up to 40% 
compared to manual drilling. �ere are no buttons on 
the new Hilti auto feed, only an emergency stop. Another 
advantage is the HF converter being integrated in the 
drill motor with just a short cable between the auto feed 
unit and the drill motor. “�ere is currently a lot of talk 
about increasing the cutting speed and efficiency. But with 
fast diamond tools there is very little time to be gained. 
�erefore for us time and efficiency can be gained on other 
things like the Cut Assist system,” said Rieger.

Get light with the Hilti 
diamond exchange module

Hilti has also developed a solution to simplify the retip-
ping procedure and to save steel tubes and minimize 
weight in the concrete cutters’ vans. �is solution was 
first developed for small diameters of core bits but is 
now available for core bits up to202 mm in diameter.

�e end of the core bit, where the diamond segments 
are attached, can be removed and replaced. It is basi-
cally a diamond exchange module comprising a small 
ring that can be easily replaced with a bayonet mount. 

During the tour of the production area Martin 
Gödickemeier advised that about 50% of production 
concerns Hilti’s fastening equipment. �e other half is 
divided between electric tools and equipment and dia-
mond tools. About 50% of the market is in Europe. Hilti 
has about 22,000 employees in 120 countries, where 
about 15,000 work in direct sales through subsidiaries 

The new Hilti Innovation 
Centre.

From the left to right Hans-Jörg Rieger, Vida Gabor 
and Martin Gödickemeier from Hilti in Schaan. Gabor 
is Product Manager Diamond Drilling at Hilti in 
Schaan.
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The diamond tool production at Hilti.

The Hilti Innovation Centre Experiment hall.
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mostly owned by Hilti. �ere are very few independent 
dealers. Hilti is an international company as more then 
60 nationalities work in the head office, which has about 
2,000 employees. �ere are About 2,500 employees in 
North America.

Strong growth since 2011
2011 was a quite difficult year, but since then Hilti 
growth has increased and last year by 3.6% to reach a 
turn over of €4.1bn. Hilti had a return on sales of 11.9% 
in 2014. About 45% of profit is reinvested in research 
and development. Hilti has significantly increased its 
spendings for R&D, by 18% alone in 2014 and again 
significantly in 2015.

Hilti currently has production in Liechtenstein, 
Switzerland, Austria, and USA and in a plant in India 
with over 500 employees. But the core technology will 
stay in Liechtenstein and Switzerland. Each year about 
four million diamond segments are produced in Schaan. 
�e majority of these have the Equidist diamond system 
that radically improves the cutting performance and 
life of the segment. �e Equidist diamond system was 
launched in 2009. Production of Equidist segments will 
also take place at the plants in India and Los Angeles, 
USA in the near future. 

Manufacture of concrete cutting equipment is to 
be moved to �üringen in Austria in the first quarter of 
2016. Production of high cycle equipment is currently 
dominant at Hilti and their hydraulic systems are sold 
mainly to emerging markets like India. “It is incred-
ible how things have changed with the high frequency 
technique,” said Gödickemeier. “Before we used to hire 
mechanical engineers. Today we are looking for electrical 
and software engineers and they dominate our R&D 
department. We see a strong demand for high cycle 
equipment. Since we launched our new 10kW remotely 
controlled DST 10 CA wall saw with Cut Assist in 2014 
we have experienced a 60% sales increase.”  

�e DS TS5-E was the first wall saw from Hilti with 
integrated converter or like Hilti calls it, with E-box. 
“It was a difficult task for our R&D department to fit 
the E-box inside the saw housing. We actually started 
this development in1996 and have refined the technol-
ogy over the past 20 years, so that it is now possible to 
produce even very powerful machines without external 
e-box.. Another hard nut to crack was to integrate the 
E-box in our drilling system DD 350. But it worked 
and we are very proud of this unique solution,” said 
Gödickemeier. “We have solved a lot of problems and 
breakdown situations with the integrated E-box, as it is 
in the cable between a separate E-box and the wall saw 
where most failures occur.” �e goal is to integrate the 
E-box in the largest Hilti wall saw DS TS20-E. 

www.hilti.com
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Hilti is believed to be the biggest manufacturer in 
the global concrete cutting business predominantly 
through direct sales, although dealers cover some 
countries, like Norway. “We put a lot of effort in 
finding the best and the right local people in each 
region for the benefit of our clients. �at is why in-
novation followed by diversity is paramount for us,” 
said Huber. “With an emphasis on diversity I think 
we can manage our work better. �at is also why 
we very much like to see more women on various 
positions in our organization.”

Hilti has repeatedly won prizes in recent years 
for being one of the best companies to work for in 
several countries. “If our employees are happy with 
what they are doing and like their job they are also 
giving our clients a great service. I think that concrete 
cutters are more demanding today. �ey know what 
they expect from the tools and equipment they buy 
and they also ask us, the suppliers, for a very high 
level of commitment to them. Hence, having a 
strong and passionate team is key for us to fulfil our 
customers’ high expectations,” said Huber. 

Focus on earning 
more market share globally

Hilti has a strong foothold in most of the big markets 
in Europe. Even the south of Europe is picking up 
slowly after years of recession. Huber believes that 
even if Hilti has a very strong foothold in several of 
the European countries there is still room to increase 
its market share. “How we see it is we are presenting 
solutions to contractors that our competitors do not 
offer. Simplicity, efficiency and increased profit for the 
users are our keywords. And we have worked and are 
working hard to develop products and services that 
accomplish that. More and more users are becoming 
aware of the advantages of our innovative products and 
complete service packages like the Fleet Management 
Programme and the Cut Assist System,” said Huber.

Huber also pointed out that the US market is 
prioritized and where Hilti can grow a lot more in 
the concrete cutting sector. An example of increased 
focus is that Hilti will start production of their 
Equidist programme in the US. Same thing with 
the production of Equidist in India with focus on 
the Asian market. In general Huber has big hopes 
for growth in Asia. �e only territory that worries 
him is South America and in particular Brazil and 
Argentina. “Brazil has both economic and political 
problems. �ey were strong when the raw material 
prices were high. But when the prices fell dramati-
cally the country’s economy joined in the fall,” said 
Huber. “It is completely different with Mexico, 
which is a market with great potential.”

For Hilti organic growth is a priority and not 
through acquisitions. Key growth drivers like in-
novation, or diversity are best built organically then 
through acquisitions. Huber thinks that in the future 
those manufacturers that have done their homework 
will succeed. �e future will be more demanding 
with customer relations, products, diamond tools 
and service.  “And Hilti’s service programme is a 
key strength,  especially since Hilti is performing 
all repairs in its own repair centres,” said Huber. No 
repair should take any more then three days. “One 
day for transport to a repair centre, one day of repair 
and one day transportation back to the customer. 
And while the customer is waiting we will lend a 
replacement in many countries,” said Huber. 

Huber stresses the value of being a privately 
owned company, providing Hilti a strong culture and 
long-term orientation. Hilti is owned by the Hilti 
family trust, but the members of the Hilti family have 
a very strong impact on the company. Martin Hilti 
founded Hilti in 1941 and Hilti will be celebrating 
their 75th anniversary in 2016.  �e president of the 
Hilti trust is Martin Hilti’s son Michael Hilti.

www.hilti.com

Hilti Executive Vice President Business Unit Diamond Systems 
Johannes Wilfred Huber shares his thoughts about the current 
market situation and the future for Hilti concrete sawing and 
drilling systems.

Innovation and diversity are key 
Interview with Johannes Wilfred Huber:
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RAMMER BREAKERS 
help gypsum production

Knauf, one of Europe’s largest manufacturers of gypsum 
products, has bought two more Rammer breakers to 
improve production of limestone at quarries in the 
Ternopol and Donetsk regions of Ukraine.

�e new breakers are a Rammer 4099, which has 
been installed on a Liebherr R954 excavator for use 
in Donetsk. �e second breaker is a Rammer 3288, 
for limestone sledging at Knauf ’s Ternopol quarry, 
fitted to a Liebherr R944. It complements Knauf ’s 
first Rammer 3288 bought in 2012 from Rammer’s 

Ukraine dealer Rock Service for use at the Knauf Gyps 
Donbass quarry.

“After three years of successful operation of Rammer 
breakers we made a decision to extend our partnership 
with Sandvik Construction and Rock Service,” said a 
Knauf spokesman. “Formerly, we bought from other 
suppliers, but frequent shutdowns and constant failures 
of equipment resulted in severe losses. One of our dig-
gers was heavily damaged and put out of action due to 
improper choice of a hydraulic breaker. Another unit 

was decommissioned because of a faulty piston, cylinder 
and bushings. However, we haven’t experienced any 
problems with Rammer yet.” 

�e Rammer hydraulic breakers include customer 
focused features such as the Ramlube II automatic 
greasing system and Ramdata II service indicator. �ese 
protect the equipment from unwanted breakdowns, with 
the 3288 and 4099 models also being equipped with 
Vidat tie rods, idle blow protection and stroke selector.

www.rammer.com
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Since 1981, HSD has been the most qualified and competitive diamond tools company 
with wide-ranging products for construction and stone, state-of-art technology such as 
EDIA and high standard process, ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and oSa.
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In the UK O’Donovan Waste Disposal is one of 
London’s leading independent waste management and 
recycling companies. To enhance its waste processing 
and recycling capabilities the company purchased a 
Powerscreen Powertrak 750 mobile screener, Doppstadt 
DW-3060K mobile shredder and a Marathon 250 two-
ram baling press with a BlueMAC feeder from Blue 
Machinery London. 

�e Powertrak 750 has a potential output of up 
to 600t/h, depending on the application and screen 
media used. A 4.4m wide vibrating grid feed allows 
easy feed for loading. O’Donovan produces a high 
quality product from the Powertrak 750 and also offer 
the machine for hire throughout Greater London and 
the Home Counties.

The crawler-mounted Doppstadt DW-3060K is 
a heavy-duty shredder designed to handle large bulk 
timber and wood waste, mixed construction waste 
and industrial refuse. The DW-3060K produces 
recyclables to exacting specifications and enables 
significant volume reductions. O’Donovan’s new 
shredder is operating at the company’s Tottenham 

MRF, pre-shredding material prior to trommel screen-
ing and speeding up the process by shredding waste 
to a manageable size.

Marathon’s Model 250 Galaxy2R twin-ram baling 
press is equipped with a power unit and features a full-
penetration compaction ram to produce high-density 
bales to the requisite transport dimensions. A PLC 
controller provides automatic and manual control, 
diagnostics and bale set-up functions, which enable 
operators to switch to match differing recyclables. A 
multi-purpose door serves as a bale separator, bale release 
or bale clamp and also allows for variable bale widths. 

�e baler also has an adjustable shear beam, replaceable 
and reversible shear blades and main ram as well as ejec-
tor ram laser positioning.

“We did our due diligence on the equipment avail-
able in the marketplace, but it was the build quality and 
efficiency that helped us to make the obvious choice”, 
said director Jacqueline O’Donovan.  “We also have a 
long standing and strong relationship with the team at 
Blue London and their sales director Barry O’Regan. I 
therefore know that any issues with any of the equip-
ment will be dealt with immediately to minimise 
downtime and keep our business running”.

Blue Machinery London’s sales director Barry 
O’Regan (left) chief executive O’Donovan Waste 

Disposal Michael O’Donovan (right).

HAT TRICK FOR 
O’Donovan Waste Disposal
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The world is becoming a rather divided place. The current 
political crisis is probably the deepest since the “Cu-

ban missile standoff” in 1962 when the civilization 
did teeter on the brink of a nuclear war. When 

politicians do their worst to divide nations, 
businesses try their best to reunite them. 

Being produced and used all around 
the world, diamond tools are an ex-
ample of a truly borderless industry. 

Andrei Bushmarin reports.

DIAMOND CONSUMABLES - TOOLS FOR 
RENOVATION, NOT DESTRUCTION

Korea-based diamond wire specialist Widecut re-
ported the successful launch of a new brazed wire 
designed for challenging steel-cutting applications. 
�e new HT4B immediately found itself in high 
demand due to the combination of high cutting 
speed and durability under the most extreme work-
ing conditions. Equipped with the 10.2mm high 
diamond beads and a special rubber spacer, the HT4B 
is suitable for both wet and dry jobs. According to 

the manufacturer, customers who used this wire on 
various nuclear decommissioning and offshore cutting 
projects in 2015 were delighted with its performance. 
When used for dry sawing of a heat exchanger’s parts 
– some 15,000 steel tubes with the diameter of 28mm 
and wall thickness of 1.5mm and some 6mm thick 
steel trays - the wire reached the cutting speed of 0.19 
m2/h, with the life span of 0.09 m2/m.  

www.widecut21.co.kr 

Another Korean manufacturer Shinhan Diamond 
industrial Co., Ltd., famous for its patterned diamond 
technology Arix, has boosted its presence in the 
lower tier of the market by launching a new series of 
customized sintered blades, which boast a number of 
advantages over the conventional sintered products. 
Suitable for cutting stone, concrete and asphalt, the 

new blades feature a stronger steel core, with the HRC 
value ranging from 25 to 28 (5 to 8 for regular sintered 
blades). �e blades have an eye-catching design and 
are reasonably priced. With this series, Shinhan aims 
to consolidate its position as one of the trendsetters 
in the industry of diamond consumables. 

www.shinhandia.co.kr

Established in the Chinese province of Fuzhou in 
2003, Fuzhou Skystone Diamond Tool specialises 
in making diamond wires and wire sawing ma-
chinery for construction and stone processing in-
dustries. �e company has two R&D departments 
for diamond tools and machinery respectively, one 
development centre for stone business and one 
project centre for concrete cutting. With over 10-
year experience in wire sawing, it offers a full range 
of sintered and electroplated wires for wet and dry 

cutting, including some bespoke models for dis-
mantling of nuclear plants. One of Skystone’s latest 
innovations is a range of electroplated diamond 
wires for underwater cutting of reinforced concrete 
structures. �e range includes three models, which 
differ in bead diameter and number of diamond 
beads per meter. �e beads are designed in a way 
to reduce water resistance, which results in higher 
cutting speed. 
http://skystone-concrete-cutting.com 

WIDECUT LAUNCHES new brazed model for 
tough steel-cutting jobs  

SHINHAN DIAMOND INTRODUCES CUSTOMIZED 
SINTERED BLADES  

Wires for underwater cutting from SKYSTONE   

WIDECUT LAUNCHES

ASIA
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Austria-based heavyweight TYROLIT has extended its proven TGD® 
technology to brick-grinding wheels. TGD® (which stands for TYROLIT 
GRAIN DISTRIBUTION) is a special technology, which ensures optimized 
distribution of diamond particles resulting in fast and precise cutting and a 
longer service life of a tool. Precisely balanced, the body of the TYROLIT 
brick-grinding wheel can be used for dry grinding at a speed of up to 100m/s. 
Chip-free edges guarantee a clean grinding pattern and significantly reduce 
waste. Optimized dust extraction ensures smooth grinding. �e new TYRO-
LIT brick-grinding wheels featuring TGD® technology are available in 500 
to 1,000mm diameters.   

www.tyrolit.com  

Another German major Klaus Eiche Diamantwerkzeuge GmbH, known for its 
diamond consumables made by the in-house forging technology, has extended 
its range of premium-quality blades for professionals with a new model called 
MIXY-CUT. Featuring 13/17mm high triple segments, the MIXY-CUT is a 
multi-purpose blade equally suitable for cutting hard abrasive materials  and 
ductile cast-iron and roof tiles. �anks to the patented EFT technology 
(Eiche Forging Technology) of segment manufacturing, it has a high level of 
operational safety. �e new blade features a sleek “arrow” design, perforated 
steel core for better cooling and straight cutting. �e blade can be used in 
both wet and dry cutting mode.   

www.eiche.com 

Germany-based Heger retains its focus on product development. Hot on the 
heels of the TWD series of wall saw blades and a model of drill rig unveiled at 
the beginning of the year came the DAD6 – a floor saw blade for dry cutting 
of asphalt. �e proven TCN5/6/7 blades were upgraded and rebranded as the 
TCD series. �ey were followed the DCX1/2 and DAX1/2 blades for angle 
grinders. In July, Heger moved into new bigger premises to accommodate 
growing production volume. Now the manufacturer is field-testing a new 
range of drill bits, which will be launched in the coming months.   

www.heger.com 

Founded in the early 1960s, Israel-based Toolgal is a well-established name in 
the world of diamond consumables. Its headquarters and production facili-
ties are located in kibbutz Degania ‘A’ by the beautiful lake of Galilee in the 
northern part of the country. Being an export-oriented company, Toolgal sells 
its tools all around the globe and operates subsidiaries in the UK, the US, 
Canada and Norway. Like most players in this field, the company engineers 
tools for both construction and mining applications. As far as construction 
is concerned, Toolgal offers a complete range of diamond-tipped products 
for professional concrete sawing, drilling and surface preparation contractors. 
It includes floor and wall sawing blades, segments and core drills, diamond 
wires and grinding wheels. Some years ago Toolgal diversified into concrete 
cutting machinery as well.   

www.toolgal.com   

TYROLIT extends its TGD® technology 
to brick-grinding wheels 

EICHE presents MIXY-CUT 

HEGER expands production facility 
and unveils a slew of new products 

TOOLGAL – an all-round manufacturer 
from Israel 

EUROPE 

MIDDLE EAST  
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Although the reviews of this year’s Batimat trade show were 
divided there is no doubt that the show is the channel to 

reach the French speaking markets in Europe and beyond. 
Jan Hermansson reports.

THE BEST CHANNEL   
to French Speaking Markets
THE BEST CHANNEL 

�e triennial French exhibition Batimat took place at 
the Paris Nord, Villepinte exhibition centre between 
2-5 November. �is year Batimat was three shows in 
one, Batimat, Interclima + Elec and Idrobain. A total of 
2436 companies exhibited at the three shows attracting 
338,110 visitors, a 4% decline on the previous show. 
Batimat is still very much a French show, despite the 
exhibition organisers claiming Batimat has become a 
more international show with 51% of the exhibiting 
companies coming from foreign countries and an 
increase of 2.5% in international visitors.

Two of nine halls right in the bull eye
�e Frenchness of Batimat is one of the strong points 

of the show. �ere were 267,107 visitors from France, 
with 39% from the Paris region and 61% from the rest 
of the country. Another advantage was the attraction 
of a large audience from the French speaking countries 
in north and central Africa. �ere was a 39% increase 
in visitors from these areas. Batimat is an ideal show to 
reach the French and French speaking markets. About 
35% of the visitors where contractors, carpenters or 
installation firms. About 18% were main contractors and 
building contractors. Another 14% from the trade, 15% 
from manufacturers and 18% from trade associations.

For concrete sawing and drilling, demolition, con-
crete floor grinding and polishing and related product 
sectors Batimat is not a very big exhibition, but it is still 

the best one in France with the exception of Intermat. 
In the outside area by the entrance visitors were 

initially welcomed by the large Blastrac and used a truck 
to show their products.  In halls 7 and 8 there was an 
emphasis on equipment for extraction of contaminated 
material and dust. Quiet a number of manufacturers 
displayed systems for sealing contaminated areas and 
how to clean machinery and equipment from asbestos 
fibres. �ere were also many different types of air clean-
ers and dust extractors for handling contaminated dust 
on display together with complementary protective 
clothing. �e French regulations covering the handling 
of hazardous materials and dust are one of the strictest 
in Europe.
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Suppliers of different types of flooring solution 
where also highlighting machines and dust extractors, 
including Blastrac, Schwamborn, SO.MA.S, SEPT 
Tools, Airtec, Janser and HTC Sweden. HTC president 
of its French subsidiary, �omas Forss demonstrated 
the HTC 80 iDH dust collector developed to meet the 
French regulations.

SEPT Tools launched a new equipment for surface 
preparation called the Energy Harvesting Line. �is 
product line starts with hand-held equipment with a 
diameter of 165mm and will be extended with multi-
head long handle variants. �e principle is no motor, no 

electricity, no weight, no dust, no noise and no vibration. 
It is a rotary system or an orbital random rotary system. 
�e machines operate using air from any type of vacuum 
cleaner. �ey are very light and can be used in humid 
conditions. �e application sectors are steel, composites, 
plastics, wood, gypsum and concrete. Industries that 
would have a use for this system are decommissioning, 
automotive, construction, deconstruction, shipyards, 
carpenters, joiners, dry-wall, swimming pools and 
graffiti removal.

Schwamborn showed the upgraded DSM 450 
grinder and the new polisher STR 701L.  Janser dis-

played their Ride-On Removal Machine and Swiss 
manufacturer Airtec had a full display of machines for 
milling, scarifying, blasting, grinding, stripping and 
polishing. 

Tyrolit was the biggest company exhibiting dia-
mond tools and the emerging company Diam Industries 
showed several new diamond tools and machines. �e 
handheld ring saw from Diam Industries generated a 
lot of interest. Wakra displayed an assortment of walk 
behind road and floor saws while hydrodemolition 
equipment was represented by the French company 
Rivard with equipment from Conjet.
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Klindex is the choice of top flooring professionals.
Floor grinders • Dust extractors • Diamond tools • Burnishing machines • Chemicals • Floor Solutions

www.klindex.it

• 100% Made in Italy

• Remote control operated

• Metal gear transmission box

• Adjustable work pressure

• Front transportation wheel

• Available in 6/4/3 heads

• High performance with DCS

• Exclusive Quick Attack tools

• Industrial Dust extractors
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”We experience very good business from the French speaking 
markets right now. France itself is also good but we see an 
increasing market situation in countries like Tunisia, Morocco, 
Niger, Algeria, Chad and the Ivory Coast,” said Blastrac France 
sales manager Patrick Grandchamp.

Batimat the meeting 
point for French speaking markets

When Grandchamp started with Blastrac in France there were 
only two employees. Now there are 16 employees plus four 
external distributors. Grandchamp said that about 15% of 
sales come from other French speaking markets in Africa and 
it is increasing fast. Sales on the solely French market is cur-
rently about €8M. ”For me the Batimat show is absolutely that 
best meeting point with French speaking countries in Africa. 
Several of our clients in Africa come to the show. But we also 
travel extensively to go and see them in their home markets,” 
said Grandchamp.

One of Blastrac’s visiting customers was Epoxylux from 
Tunisia. �e company recently finished a 55,000m2 floor 
in a workshop in Niger using Blastrac grinders to grind the 
floor prior to epoxy coating.  Another large project using 
Blastrac equipment is a bush-hammering job in France where 
10,000m2 of sidewalk was prepared. Grandchamp advised of 
other jobs in France where 15,000m2 of concrete floor was 

polished and another requiring the polishing of 10,000m2 
of terrazzo in a hotel. Here three BMG-780RS grinders plus 
three Blastrac dust collectors with pre separators were used.  
All metal and polishing steps where done with Diamag grind-
ing and polishing tools. 

Concrete floor polishing is not yet popular in Europe, 
according to Grandchamp. ”It is for sure concrete floor grind-
ing dominates when it comes to removing different types of 
coatings on floors. If you want to take out more material like 
2-3mm I would say shot blasting is the best solution,” said 
Grandchamp.

A Blastrac welcome
Blastrac welcomed many visitors to its booth, including one 
customer that  has 80 different Blastrac machines. ”We do 
have a very good relationship with our customers because we 
have the best products and we make sure we give them the 
best possible support and service too. We are very active also 
in the French demolition and concrete sawing and drilling as-
sociations, SNED, that represent a big number of our clients,” 
said Grandchamp. 

A sector that is particularly interesting is the nuclear indus-
try where Blastrac has built up a strong foothold. Grandchamp 
suggests that the French market for Blastrac represents around 
30% of sales in Europe in the nuclear segment.

Blastrac France was one of the exhibitors happy with the recent Batimat 
show in Paris. The Blastrac subsidiary started 1993 and is now an impor-
tant component in Blastrac’s sales in Europe and Africa.

GRANDCHAMP FAITHFUL TO BLASTRAC
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Nobody beats Brokk when it comes to demolition at reconstructions or renovations of residential, 
commercial or industrial facilities. This remote-controlled, electric powerhouse combines 
impressive hitting power with an outstanding reach, while the operator works at a safe distance 
from vibrations and falling debris.

Brokk is so light that it can work even on weak floors. So clever that it can take the stairs (or the 
elevator) between floors. So effective that you see the difference on the bottom line. In each project.

UNBEATABLE 
PERFORMANCE
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Hyundai has extended its HX series of hydraulic excava-
tors with the latest HX220 L crawler model. �e HX220 
L has the latest 136kW Cummins QSB6.7 4-cycle tur-
bocharged air cooled diesel engine, which complies with 
the latest emission standards Stage IV. Hyundai claims a 
90% reduction in nitrogen oxide for this 22t excavator 
compared to the 9A series of machines.

�e HX220 L is fitted with an ECO gauge which 
displays engine torque and fuel efficiency level.  In ad-
dition the gauge indicates the average fuel consumption 
and total amount of fuel consumed.  �e HX220 L can 
offer a reduction in fuel consumption of up to 12%, 
depending on application, compared to Hyundai’s 9A 
series of machines.

The intelligent power control controls power 
depending on work environments. �e mode can be 
selected and pump flow can be controlled by a lever, 
reducing fuel consumption. �e HX Series provides 
higher productivity and the HX220 L can load trucks 
up to 5% faster than the 9A-Series. 

�e cabin has also been re-designed with a larger front 
screen and driver’s door easier to open from the inside. �e 
interior of the HX cab offers 13% more space and a new 

air conditioning system provides better air circulation in 
the cab. �e cab is ROPS certified and meet FOPS Level 
2 standards. Other safety features include boom safety 
lock as standard and arm cylinder locks as an option.  An 
overload alarm with pressure setting customisable through 
the touch screen monitor is also standard.

One of the most important innovations is the touch 
screen monitor, which is 30% larger than previous 
models.  It can be adjusted according to the preferences 
of the operator.

New safety features include Hyundai’s advanced 
around view monitoring system for 360° surround vir-
tual operating view, which displays on the monitor. �e 
system includes an intelligent moving object detection 
system that senses and warns the operator when objects 
come within 5m of the machine

�e machine is also fitted with Hi-Mate, which is a 
remote management system. �rough its satellite pow-
ered technology. With one press of a button, users are 
able to remotely evaluate machine performance, access 
diagnostic information and verify machine locations. 
It is possible to program a virtual ‘geo-fence’ to prevent 
the machine from leaving a specific area.

Hyundai’s latest HX220 L hydraulic excavator
Netherlands based Rotar has opened a division 
in North America. Rotar North America is 
based in Cleveland, Ohio and offers hydraulic 
attachments for excavators and wheel loaders 
to serve American and Canadian demolition, 
scrap metal and recycling industries. ”Rotar is 
a manufacturer, which means that we are re-
sponsible for the development and production 
of our hydraulic attachments ourselves. �at is 
the only way to guarantee the efficiency, quality 
and productivity of Rotar attachments,” Louis 
Broekhuizen. 

Rotar North America has appointed Salva-
tore LaCorte as sales director. LaCorte has over 
28 years of experience in the industry, including 
his previous position as sales manager for the 
non-impact division at Allied Construction 
Products. LaCorte also currently holds the po-
sition as chairman of the National Demolition 
Association’s Industrial Committee.

LaCorte will be responsible for sales and 
dealership development in North America for 
Rotar’s full line of heavy-duty demolition attach-
ments, which includes mobile hydraulic shears, 
pulverizers, demolition shears and material 
handling grapples.

 www.rotar.com

Rotar opens North 
American Division
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In terms of new robots for remote controlled demolition there is 
one new thing from Brokk in the PDi annual feature.

Brokk, the Swedish manufacturer of remotely controlled 
demolition robots, has introduced the new Brokk Ex 
product range and upgraded the Brokk 60 with more 
power. �e Brokk Ex machines is a range of explosion pro-
tected demolition robots available for all Brokk machines, 
from the compact Brokk 60 to the Brokk 800. �ey have 
been designed to be safely operated in environments 
where explosive gas might be present. �e machines have 
the same performance and can use the same broad range 
of attachments as the standard Brokk machines. 

�e new machines are classified up to Equipment 
class 3G IIA T3, according to the ATEX 1994/9/EC 
directive and can be used in Zone 2, where explosive gas, 
vapour or mist is not likely to occur in normal opera-
tion, but could occur for short periods. For hazardous 
environments the Brokk Ex machines are especially 
useful for applications within oil and gas, and the min-
ing and tunnelling industries, as well as applications in 
other hazardous and potentially explosive environments. 

New Remote Controlled 
DEMOLITION ROBOTS

Brokk Ex is a new range of explosion 
protected demolition robots available 
for all Brokk machines. The new demolition robot from US Alpine.

Brokk 60II
Brokk has also upgraded the Brokk 60II with 10% more 
power and is one of several improvements, including 
modifications to the hydraulic system. In addition, 
machine handling has also been improved to make it 
more manoeuvrable in tight spaces. 

�e Brokk 60’s performance upgrades have been 
achieved without sacrificing the compactness that has 
made the world’s smallest demolition robot so popular. 
Its weight is still 500kg and its overall dimensions of 
597mm wide and 874mm tall remain the same. 

While mainly used in the construction industry, 
it is also ideal for other applications where space is 
limited, such as small tunnels, nuclear applications and 
process industries.

www.brokk.com

New demolition robot from Alpine
However, there was something in terms of demolition 

robots displayed at Conexpo Latin America in Chile 
earlier this year. �e US company, Alpine Sales & Rental 
Corp out of Bellefone in Pennsylvania, US, exhibited at 
the show and displayed their Alpine RDS Demo Robot. 
PDi has very little information about the robot. But 
the new Alpine RDC re-mote controlled demolition 
machines have applications in nuclear, mining, tun-
neling, civil infrastructure, concrete work, and metal 
production industries. With a big variety of work tools, 
this is the device for remote, quiet, low impact, preci-
sion work in tight or hazardous spaces where traditional 
excavators cannot be used.  According to Alpine it is a 
quality machine built with high-end components. It is 
a robust and reliable remote controlled tool carrier with 
cutting edge CAN technology communication system. 
PDi cannot say if the demolition robot is developed and 
produced by Alpine. It somehow reminds of a machine 
that we have been writing about before.

www.alpinecutter.com
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MB DUSTCONTROL AIMS ITS 
CANNONS AT THE US MARKET

MB Dustcontrol’s frontmen (left to right): Founder/Director Michel de Jong, 
Commercial Manager Serge Bours, Operational Manager Bas Jan Migchels, 
Founder/Director Ben van Fruchten
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MB Dustcontrol’s principals Michel de Jong and Ben 
van Fruchten told PDi’s Andrei Bushmarin about the 
recent developments at the company and their short-
term plans. 

A force to be reckoned with
When PDi first interviewed MB Dustcontrol back in 
2012, it was only stepping into the international fray un-
der an ironically humble slogan “we bite the dust”. Well, 
not anymore. What was appropriate for a young company 
with little more than ideas and drive hardly applies to 
the current-day MB Dustcontrol. Having started as a 
two-man venture in 2008, MB Dustcontrol has grown 
into a major player with one of the biggest ranges one 
can find in the dust control market. Within the space of 
a few years, MB Dustcontrol has quadrupled the turnover 
and has extended its machine line-up from one to 15 
models, including sophisticated self-supporting systems. 
Nowadays MB Dustcontrol employs seven people, with 
another production specialist due to join them in the 
coming January. To accommodate the growing workforce, 
in 2013 the manufacturer moved into a new 1,000sq.m. 
office-cum-production facility in Voorschoten, just off 
the Hague. �at’s how fast the once-humble dust biters 
matured into formidable dust warriors.    

Ample product range
MB Dustcontrol broke into the international market in 
2012 by presenting the SC35, SC45 and SC100 can-
nons at Intermat in Paris. It was the SC45 model with a 
throw distance of 45 meters that grabbed most attention 
at the show. Robust and versatile with the integrated fog 
system made of stainless steel, this mid-range machine 
proved to be one of the manufacturer’s bestselling 
models. Buoyed by its success, MB Dustcontrol soon 
built a whole battery of cannons ranging in spraying 
capacity from 10 to 100 meters. �e SC 60 model 
found itself in particular demand, thanks to a winning 
combination of performance, and water and energy con-
sumption. Designing of the so-called “self-supporting” 
dust suppression systems was another stepping stone 
in the company’s rapid development. �ese are mobile 
self-contained systems that can operate for a maximum 
of eight hours without using additional water or an 
external electricity supply. For example, the bestselling 

Hague-based dust and odour control specialist MB Dustcontrol 
has been growing rapidly over the last three years. Its SpayCan-
nons are already well known in many European countries, and 
now time has come for the Dutch manufacturer to make its mark 
on the American market. 

SprayCannon 35 SS system consists of the SprayCan-
non 35 powered by a 8kW generator and fitted on a 
manually adjustable 5-meter mast, which is installed on 
a trailer with a 2,000l water tank. Especially effective 
for odour control, these systems met with a resounding 
success, becoming the manufacturer’s signature product. 
Last but not least came the “SprayWall NM20” – a dust 
suppression system for outdoor applications. Its main 
element is a fire hose with special exchangeable nozzles 
and supports. With a maximum pressure of 10bar, the 
system can distribute the water mist up to 10m high. A 
dust suppression system for indoor tasks, which consists 
of a pipework fixed to the ceiling and walls, is also avail-
able from the Dutch manufacturer. 

Going transatlantic 
It is fair to say that MB Dustcontrol is now an established 
brand across Europe. Apart from the domestic Benelux 
market, the Dutch company supplies its machines to 
Scandinavia, Germany, Switzerland, France and the 
UK. Talks are underway with prospective dealers in 
Spain, Russia and India. Challenging as they may be, 
these markets are nonetheless potentially very lucrative; 
and if Spain and Russia are not in the best shape at the 
moment, the Indian economy keeps growing. �anks to 
a Qatar-based dealer, MB Dustcontrol brand is gradually 
getting recognition in the Middle East. �e manufacturer 
also sells its products in Southeast Asia countries through 
a trading partner in Singapore. When asked about their 
short-term priorities, Michel de Jong said that although 
the company is on a constant lookout for dealers world-
wide, the main thrust would be on penetrating the 
US market. North America’s demolition and recycling 
industries are doing well, so this would be the place for 
MB Dustcontrol to go. Michel de Jong says he is upbeat 
about the company’s prospects in North America due 
to a number of factors. For one, it offers a wide range 
of high-quality dust and odour suppression solutions at 
mid-range prices. Secondly, being a small-sized enterprise, 
MB Dustcontrol is flexible, fast and responsive with short 
lead times. But the company’s biggest strength lies in its 
ability to treat every dust suppression project as unique, 
each time coming up with a tailor-made solution fitting 
the project’s specific requirements. 

www.nevelkanon.nl 

MB DUSTCONTROL AIMS ITS 
CANNONS AT THE US MARKET

MB Dustcontrol’s new 1,000sq.m. office-cum-production 
facility in Voorschoten, just off the Hague.
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Åre’s ski lift system, which takes skiers and holidaymak-
ers up the side of the 1420m high Åreskutan mountain, 
was built in phases starting from the late 1970s and 
has helped turn the previously small village into one of 
Sweden’s leading winter sports resorts. �e foundation 
blocks had aged to the point where Corvara had to use 
the hydrodemolition robot to remove 200mm of de-
cayed concrete, estimated to have a compressive strength 
of about 44Mpa, so that new concrete could be applied.

“�e robot is so light and compact that we are able 
to lift it up the side of the mountain on the cableway 
and then lower it onto the blocks,” said Corvara project 
supervisor Mattias Carlsson. “Each block is between 3m 
and 4m high and there is a ledge of around 750mm in 
width, that the robot can stand on. �e machine is so 
compact and manoeuvrable that it can be driven along 
the ledge and even around the corners, so that it can 
reach all surfaces on the foundation without the need 
for any lifting devices.

“Jack hammers could of course have been used 
for this job, but they cause noise and dust, which 
in this pristine environment is not desirable,” said 

Carlsson. “It would also have caused critical vibration 
damage to the foundations and the pylons. With the 
hydrodemolition technique it was possible to keep the 
cableway open during the complete restoration. Using 
the hydrodemolition robot is faster, the reinforcement 
of the blocks remains intact, and the casting surface 
has far better adhesion properties than that produced 
by mechanical chiselling.”

Use of hydrodemolition was specified in Corvara’s 
contract, which covers 12 foundation blocks and runs 
from 2015 until the end of 2016.

Corvara, which has service centres at 35 locations 
in Sweden and employs a workforce of around 600, 
specialises in repairing damage to industrial installations 
and is a supplier of high-pressure, suction, hydrodemoli-
tion and blasting services throughout the Nordic region. 

An Aquajet remotely controlled Aqua Cutter 410A hydrodemolition robot has 
been used by specialist contractor Corvara Industri & Skadeservice to 
remove decayed concrete on pylon foundation bases in the Swedish ski 

resort of Åre prior to replacing with fresh concrete.

HYDRODEMOLITION USED  
to remove damaged ski lift concrete

The machine is so compact and manoeuvrable 
that it can be driven along the ledge and even 
around the corners. 

Frequently situated in difficult to access locations on the 
mountainside, the contractor often opted to lower the ro-
bot from the cable car directly on to a foundation block.
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Bologna-based Toro Loco (“crazy bull” in English) is a young company 
specialising in manufacturing attachments for demolition and recycling 
applications as well as a comprehensive range of buckets for excavators and 
loaders. �e company was founded in 2011 at the peak of an economic crisis 
in Italy (hence “the crazy” part in its name) but managed to survive against 
all the odds thanks to its determination and resilience (that’s the “bull” part). 
Currently its range of scrap shears includes eight models, with two coming 
with the Toro Boom booster device to increase performance of the shears. 
�e latest S80 model for compact and mid-range excavators is one of the 
two. Weighing 300kg, it is suitable for industrial demolition and cutting 
and recovery of ferrous materials. �e shear features the fixed and tilting 
claws, both fitted with interchangeable blades and a tip to pierce thick metal 
sheets. �anks to the booster, the S80 boasts a 30% increase in performance 
compared to standard models.  

www.tl-srl.com

Designed for demolition of heavy steel structures and scrap processing, the 
Hydraram HSS scrap shears are made of Hardox-400 steel to ensure less 
maintenance and a longer life. �e jaw is shaped like a beak of a parrot to 
make steel cutting effective and fast. �e interchangeable blades, with four 
cutting edges in the jaw are made of hardened tool steel HSSM35. A special 
blade on the tip of the beak makes welding unnecessary. Every model features 
an oil regeneration valve for rapid work cycles, a heavy-duty double ball bear-
ing swivel head and an enhanced rotation motor. �e HSS series includes 
12 models ranging in weight from 450kg to 20t to fit 3t to 280t excavators.  

www.hydraram.com 

S80 from TORO LOCO 
– a raging bull of a scrap shear

12-model series from HYDRARAM 

Steel is one of the most recycled materials worldwide. A profitable business under 
usual circumstances, steel recycling has been suffering in recent years from low 
metal prices. The adverse market conditions notwithstanding, scrap shears con-
tinue to account for a big part of attachment specialists’ turnover, and new mod-

els enter the market every year. Andrei Bushmarin reports.

SHEAR INNOVATIONS
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Allied-Gator patented Serrated Gator blades are designed to process difficult materials 
like steel cable, rebar, well-drill pipe, stainless steel and thin sheeting. �is exclusive 
technology is available for all new and existing MT shear models regardless of tool 
size, with no product modifications required. �e patented stealth tip increases 
piercing performance while continuing to lower the operational and maintenance 
costs, with durable replaceable inserts that can be changed in less than two minutes. 
�e stealth tip is available for new and existing MT shear models ranging in sizes 
from the MT 15 to the MT 160. 

www.alliedgator.com

To complement its Eagle range of scrap shears, Italy-based Mantovanibenne 
launched new jaws for rail cutting applications. �e jaws are the latest addition to 
Mantovanibenne’s Multisystem, which is a multi-purpose tool that allows users to 
switch between various demolition and scrap processing applications by mounting 
different jaws. �is versatile and powerful system comes in five main specifications 
ranging in weight from 2t to 14t and has the familiar hydraulic rotation and a speed 
valve features as Mantovanibenne’s scrap recycling range. Counting the rail-cutting 
jaws, the Multisystem can accommodate six types of jaws for crushing, tearing, cut-
ting and pulverising tasks. When used with the Multisystem, the rail-cutting jaws 
have the full functionality of a dedicated rail-cutting tool.  

www.mantovanibenne.com 

Trevi Benne has extended its range of Marilyn scrap shears with the latest CS 50RS 
model. �e range now includes 12 models ranging in weight from 300kg to 16.5t. 
�e latest CS 50RS,  weighing 4.75t, has been added to fill the gap between the 
4t CS 40RS and the 5.9t CS 55RS shears. On top of the standard features of 360° 
hydraulic rotation, booster speed valve, reversible blades and adjustable shims, the 
new model shares all characteristics of Trevi Benne’s latest CS shear generation, 
including an enhanced profile of the piercing tip for better penetration, reinforced 
thrust bearing system, wear plate protection and protected flange.  

www.trevibenne.it 

Serrated Gator BladesTM and Stealth TipTM 
maximizes cutting and piercing performance of 
ALLIED-GATOR shears 

MANTOVANIBENNE expands its Multisystem 
capabilities with rail-cutting jaws 

TREVI BENNE extends Marilyn range
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�e US company DPL Telematics, based in Los Altos, 
California, has introduced a global satellite communica-
tions system for its Titan equipment monitoring system.  
�e Titan is a telematic solution for wireless monitoring 
and remote tracking of on and off road equipment to 
increase productivity while reducing fleet costs. Titan users 
will be able communicate with their assets anywhere on 
the globe, regardless of cellular availability.

�reatening machine health conditions, such as criti-
cal lamp statuses, temperatures and pressures are transmit-
ted within seconds via satellite by the Titan so corrective 
action may be taken to prevent a catastrophic failure. Five 
different satellite communication reporting packages are 
available for $23/month (€22/month).

“We are excited to offer a complete, rugged telemetry 
solution for applications with no cellular coverage,” said 
DPL Telematics Operations and Business Development 
director Tony Nicoletti. “With five different reporting 
packages to choose from, customers will remotely access 
the correct data for their operational needs from anywhere 
on the planet, at a price point that fits their budget.”

www.dpltel.com

Satellite communications 
for Titan equipment 
monitoring system

Combining compact global positioning system 
tracking and an integrated onboard diagnostic system 
(OBDII), allows operators to know where vehicles 
are, what they are doing and how they are operating.

By remotely capturing vehicle OBD activity, 
it is possible to evaluate real time and historical 
operational data to proactively diagnose vehicle 
issues, schedule repairs and pass emission tests. 
�e unit provides real time visibility of improper 
or inefficient use of vehicles, as well as safety con-
cerns, such as excessive speeding, harsh braking or 
unnecessary idling.

�is is a telematic solution to increase driver 
safety and productivity, while decreasing the costs 
and risk of unauthorized use. OBDII data comes 
straight from the engine, indicating how the ve-
hicle is operating or what needs immediate atten-
tion. A map provides a complete log and detailed 
route history of any day’s travel.

www.dpltel.com

Mini vehicle tracking system 
Atlas Maschinen has moved the production of its 
Schaeff transverse cutting units to its factory in 
Vechta, Northern Germany, but will continue to 
market the equipment under the Schaeff brand.

Demolition and recycling, pipeline construc-
tion, extraction of materials and profiling and 
crushing are the main fields of application for 
Schaeff hydraulic cutting units, which are mounted 
on an hydraulic excavator’s dipper arm in place of 
the standard bucket. Application underwater is also 
possible to a depth of 25m.

�e range currently comprises seven standard 
cutters with a hydraulic power output of 18kW to 
150kW and drums with cutting head widths be-
tween 500mm and 1,400mm. �e cutting units can 
be mounted to mini-excavators weighing upwards 
of 2t, compact excavators and heavier excavators 
up to 60t.

When equipped with different cutter drums 
a base unit can be adapted for a variety of applica-

tions. �is proves especially effective for mini and 
compact excavators. �e standard drum for soft 
and medium-hard rock is not limited in cutting 
depth and provides maximum crushing power for 
optimum productivity. �e low-vibration profiling 
drum has the highest number of picks for accurate 
profile machining of surfaces. For hard rock as well 
as reinforced concrete the demolition drum is the 
preferred option.

“We are continuously looking for technical 
advancement and we talk to our customers and find 
out what they need,” said Schaeff cutting unit area 
manager Reinhold Hammersen. “We supply cutting 
units for all kinds of standard applications, but we 
are also used to finding and implementing uncon-
ventional and unusual solutions, and always try to 
keep delivery times as short as possible. In most cases 
we have suitable standard cutters in stock, which are 
also available for rental. We also provide support for 
demonstrations at customers’ sites.”

Atlas moves Schae� cutter production
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Control the Cracks with First-Cut
Diamond Products offers products 
for cutting green concrete under the 
First-Cut brand.  These products 
make up the True Early Entry System 
and provide the fastest way to get on 
the slab for controlling cracks.  �e 
three components that make up this 
system are the First-Cut blades, First-
Cut saws and the optimum time of 
cutting known as the control zone, 
which is two hours after finishing and 
before final set.  When used together, 
green concrete can be cut earlier and 
without worry of spalling thanks to 
the First-Cut skid plate blade guard.

Why Use the True Early 
Entry System and First-Cut 

Products?
As concrete is placed and being fin-
ished, chemical reactions begin to take 
place causing the slab to increase in 
temperature. Stress, caused by shrink-
age, begins to accumulate rapidly. At 
this time the concrete requires relief. 
If not relieved it will relieve itself, 
resulting in random cracks appearing 

across the surface.  By placing True 
Early Entry joints at the appropriate 
spacing the concrete finds the relief 
and cracks directly beneath the cut.  

�e timing of True Early Entry 
joints is critical.  Controlling ran-
dom cracking is all about the timing 
of the cut and not the depth. Cuts 
must be placed between the initial 
set and the final set of the concrete. 
�is control zone is the optimum 
cutting time to give concrete relief.

First-Cut diamond blades
�e First-Cut line of blades cut green 
concrete of various aggregate hardness.  
Six bond specifications make up the 
three quality grades.  They handle 
aggregates from very hard to soft and 
have a long cutting life.  �e three 
quality grades are basic, expert and 
ultra, which is the highest quality.  
Each blade includes a 25mm arbour 
with triangle knockout that fits the 
First-Cut saws and competitor saws 
and can be purchased individually or 
with skid plate.

First-Cut Saws
The current early entry saw line 
consists of the CC150XL-EE 
and CC190XL-EE, each with the 
First-Cut blade guard skid plates 
system.  

The smal ler,  l ightweight 
CC150XL-EE spins a 150mm 
blade that allows a 30mm cutting 
depth.  �e power options include a 
3.6kW Honda gas engine, a 4.8kW 
Briggs Vanguard gas engine and 
the 4.8kW Lifan gas engine.  �e 
design of this saw is heavy duty but 
lightweight and includes five wheels 
under the frame for increased stabil-
ity.  �is stability is important when 
cutting green concrete so that the 
blade doesn’t wobble in the cut, 
increasing the chance of spalling.

�e powerful CC190XL-EE is 
a larger model that handles blades 
up to 343mm diameter with a cut-
ting depth of 70mm and capable of 
2.8mm and 6.4mm thick blades.  A 
15.5kW Honda engine drives this 
self-propelled model. 

LiuGong Dressta Machinery has ap-
pointed Tolga Ural as regional sales 
manager for Africa and Middle East.

 Ural joins Dressta from 10 years 
in sales, marketing and business devel-
opment roles in the Agricultural and 
construction equipment industry. �is 
experience was preceded by his gradu-
ation from Western Illinois University 
with a Bachelor’s degree in marketing 
management. 

Most recently, Ural worked on 
dealer and key account management 
and strategic sales for CNH Industrial 
in Africa and the Middle East. Here he 

Dressta appoints sales manager 
for Africa and Middle East

helped to establish and maintain long 
term relationships within individual 
countries within the regions, including 
government officials, ministries and 
United Nations’ representatives, gaining 
an in-depth insight into varying national 
needs along the way. 

In addition Ural brings his expertise 
in dealer network development across 
the globe, creating new channels and 
appointing new dealers. He has par-
ticipated in agricultural development 
programmes for Africa, and has a track 
record of successful brand implementa-
tions across the continent.

CONCRETE SURFACE PREPARATION LINE =
QUALITY-PERFORMANCE-RELIABILITY

SM-320 THE ORIGINAL SHAVE MASTER

Diamond-Drum
Concrete Shaver
Self-Propelled
Hydrostatic Power

Cutting depth
up to 16mm

El. Motor or
Gasoline 
20HP

For more information please visit www.airtec.ch

AIRTEC Company              MARINDUS Company
CH-4455 Zunzgen            USA-Englewood & Bogota
info@airtec.ch                    info@marindusco.com 

GRINDING ON CONCRETE

SURFACE CORRECTION

REDUCING LEVELS
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�e Prodem PRB700 hydraulic breaker and weighing 
7t, is the largest of its type available on the UK attach-
ment rental market. �e first one in the UK is on hire 
from sole UK and Ireland importer BPH Attachments 
and fitted to a Komatsu PC800 hydraulic excavator on 
a site in the north east of England. 

�e Prodem PRB700, which has the patented 
pro-speed dual control and anti-blank firing systems, 
rock claws and a single high-pressure accumulator, is 
available for nationwide hire or sale.

www.bph-uk.com
www.prodem-attachments.com

Prodem breakers in the UK

MultiTrack is a portable hide and track global 
positioning system. 

Any thing can be tracked with this quick install-
ing, self-powered covert tracking solution. It has a up 
to 16 weeks of life on a fully charged battery, which 
charges in 4h via wall plug. �e device has a self 
contained internal antenna, no wires to run and needs 
little to no sky view to track and text and email alerts 

of movement are possible outside of defined hours. 
It is easy to move from asset to asset and the de-

vise is compact and waterproof and SAE J1455 com-
pliant. �ere is a trailer tethering option to recharge 
when trailer is hitched and has 3 axis accelerometer 
for movement sensing with low power draw. �ere is 
also full technical support for users in the US.

www.dpltel.com

DPL TELEMATIC MULTI TRACK UNIT

�e latest addition to Superabrasive’s equipment and diamond tool 
portfolio is the HD line of pads, including HD copper discs and HD 
resins. �e copper discs feature a new copper bond matrix offering 
a faster cut and longer tool life. �e HD resins are for honing and 
polishing, especially when working with heavy machines. Another 
new tool is the QuickChange PCDs with metal segment for easy 
coating removal on floors that will be polished. 

Superabrasive is well known for its Lavina line for floor grind-
ing and polishing. Although the Lavina line was launched over 10 
years ago, Superabrasive has been manufacturing diamond tools 
since 1987, and offers tooling solutions for nearly any floor applica-
tion, including coating removal, grinding, polishing, maintenance, 
edge work and countertops. 

Superabrasive has also developed ShinePro, a simple and easy to 
use system of diamond pads and screens for maintaining polished con-
crete, natural stone, terrazzo and resin floors. �e patented ShinePro 
diamond screens are ideal for spot repair and floor restoration. �ey 
are offered in all popular sizes, and can be used on weighted swing ma-
chines for small areas, or burnishers and auto scrubbers for larger areas. 
Most maintenance schedules though require a single step ShinePro 
Buff, a fine grit diamond pad for micro polishing of sealed and non-
sealed floors. ShinePro Buff is ideal for daily auto scrubbing, as well 
as for periodic burnishing. It improves the floor shine dramatically 
without removing sealers or causing an orange peel effect. 

www.superabrasive.com 

Superabrasive adds HD line
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Chicago Pneumatic has extended its range of 
hydraulic breakers with the addition of the RX 
30 and RX 38 models. �ey have hybrid gas / 
oil technology, and fewer moving parts for lower 
maintenance.  Also incorporated are noise and 
vibration dampening technology and an internal 
control valve making the RX breakers some of the 
quietest and most powerful on the market today, 
the company claims. 

Weighing 2.2t, the RX 30 is ideal for a wide 
range of applications. With an impact rate of up 
to 620blows/min at 760kgm the RX 30 delivers 
dependable power and performance for demoli-
tion, construction, and mining. �e RX 30 is 
suitable for carriers with a capacity of 25t to 40t.

�e RX 38 boasts an impact rate of 590blows/
min at 900kgm.It weighs 2.6t and is suitable for 
carriers between 25t and 43t.  Optional equip-
ment is available for the breakers, including 
CP Auto Lube, an automatic breaker mounted 
lubrication system for extended life of the bushing 
and working tool. �e RX also includes a vented 
percussion chamber that vents dust away from 
the tool holder extending bushing and tool life. 

www.cp.com

CHICAGO PNEUMATIC 
extends breaker range 
with RX 30 and RX 38 

In the US General Equipment Company has added the 
EP16ACP  to its line of hazardous and non-hazardous 
location ventilation blowers.

Powered by a 750W, 115V electric motor, the 
EP16ACP has a 406mm diameter inlet and outlet and 
provides a free air flow rate of 126m3/min. It is ideal 
for use in confined spaces such as manholes and sewers, 
and powerful enough to push air across large open areas, 
making it useful for drying applications, improving in-
door air quality levels and removing unwanted odours. 
�ey have the ability to remove air from a confined space 
or blow fresh air, simply by changing the ventilation duct 
location on the blower’s inlet or outlet. 

General Equipment’s axial flow blowers feature 
heavy-duty polyethylene construction, which makes 
them durable and light to move with ease. For added 
versatility, the blowers can be stacked for operation 
and storage. 

www.generalequip.com

General Equipment Company extends blower line

�e HL955 is the latest model in the new Hyundai 
wheeled loader range. With an operating weight of 
15.1t the new machine will compete in the 2.8m³ 
bucket class range. �e HL955 is powered by a Stage 
IV, 149kW Cummins Engine and is up to 10% more 
fuel-efficient in truck-loading and up to 5% more 

productive, compared to its 9A Series predecessor. 
�e new HL range offers many new features not 
found on the previous 9A Series of machines, includ-
ing new cab design, ECO operation, weighing system 
and new bucket design.

www.hyundai.eu/en

NEW HYUNDAI HL955 
WHEELED LOADER 
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An Atlas Copco HB 7000 hydraulic 
breaker, attached to a hydraulic excava-
tor, is being used by specialist Italian 
dredging subcontractor Somit to assist 
in the construction of a new fishing port 
in Casablanca, Morocco. To ensure the 
breaker’s underwater operation, Atlas 
Copco supplied a complete package, 
which also included a compressor, and 
an underwater connector kit.

�e construction of the new fishing 
port involves extensive dredging of the 
channel and the basins. Somit’s primary 
equipment is a self-propelled backhoe 
dredger Bucephalus equipped with a 
Liebherr R 984. 

Somit consulted Atlas Copco 
for a suitable breaker to mount on 
the Liebherr excavator to work at a 
depth of 5m to18 m and an HB 7000 
hydraulic breaker with an underwater 
kit. Compressed air is provided by an 
XAHS 347 Cd compressor mounted 
on the dredger. 

“Underwater breaking requires a 
special installation,” said Atlas Copco 
Marocco sales engineer Mustapha El 
Idrissi. “The compressor and kit are 
mandatory to avoid serious damage. 
The underwater connector kit, with 
protective equipment, feeds compressed 
air from the compressor to the breaker’s 
percussion chamber. �is prevents water 
entering the attachment and avoids prob-
lems of water hammer. An automatic 
switch prevents the breaker from being 
started up without ventilation.” 

In addition to the dredging, the 
project involves building a 715m long 
main breakwater, a 500 long secondary 
breakwater, two quays of 325m and 
145m, 11ha of quayside surfaces, a 70m 
slipway and 240m of floating landing 
stages. 

Morocco’s national ports authority 
appointed Dumez Maroc, part of Vinci 
Construction, as the main contractor 
for the new port. Started in February 
2015 with completion scheduled for 
January 2017, the new port will provide 
more than twice the surface area of the 
existing facility. 

ATLAS COPCO GOES 

UNDERWATER
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Due to alterations of the Zenit stadium construction 
project on Krestovskiy ostrov in Saint-Petersburg, the 
contractor Transstroy JSC was required to partly demol-
ish the existing structure.

�e competition among contractors for the project 
was intense and Brokk distributor in Russia Nowitex 
came up with a winning solution. “We offered one of 
the contestants the opportunity to lower the price by one 
third and to increase efficiency by using Brokk robots. 
�e idea was to get a reasonable compromise between 
using diamond tools and hydraulic attachments,” said 
Nowitex representative Denis Rezyapov.

Transstroy ISC retendered with a revised proposal, 
which was accepted and soon three robots were working 
at the stadium, one Brokk 180 and two Brokk 330. �e 
robots were equipped with buckets, hydraulic hammers, 
concrete crushers and steel shears.

�e major volume of about 2,000m3 of reinforced 
concrete was demolished by Brokk robots within three 
months. �e remaining job was to perform precise 
demolition in various sections of the stadium.

�e robots performed different jobs, including 
breaking with hydraulic hammers, crushing with 
concrete crushers and cutting with steel cutters. �e 
Brokk 330 was able to demolish between 2-5m3/h of 
reinforced concrete floors, while the smaller Brokk 180 
had an average capacity of 1-2m3/h.

To demolish the reinforced concrete floor the Brokk 
330s were equipped with Darda CC520 hydraulic 
concrete crushers. �e Darda CC520 has a jaw opening 
of 540mm and crushing force of 48t. �is attachment 
allowed the robot to crush large pieces and pry them 
off the 250mm thick floor.

At the same time Brokk 180 drilled holes and en-
larged them for Brokk 330 to demolish floor sections. 
Brokk 180 was used with hydraulic breakers most of 
the time.

BROKK  
changes the face of Zenit stadium

In the UK a drilling contractor D-Drill is play-
ing a key role in Durham County Council’s 
€4,65M restoration of the harbour and north 
pier at Seaham. �e first phase of D-Drill’s work 
started in August 2014 and lasted four months. 
�e company has since returned to complete the 
restoration in November.

“We are proud to be working on such an 
important project for the area and it’s absolutely 
vital that these sea defences are shored up,” said D-
Drill north east branch manager John Emberson. 
“We are working on behalf of the main contractor 
Carillion and everything we do is limited by the 
incoming tide and weather and are having to plan 
our work accordingly. We have had to pay strong 
attention to health and safety, including securing 
our engineers to a safety line running the full 
length of the pier.”

D-Drill has been using rock and diamond 
drilling and sawing equipment, involving the  
cutting of a 300mm deep section along the inner 
edges of the coping stones to enable the centre 
deck to be broken out. �e team’s operatives 
have also cut 600mm deep across the end of the 
pier to allow damaged coping to be removed and 
replaced.

�e firm has drilled holes to allow new rebar 
to be installed into the new deck and the inner 
edges of the new and remaining granite coping 
stones, as well as drilling holes to allow the new 
copings to be fixed to the pier. 

D-Drill assists in 
harbour restoration



Distributors WANTED
Designed in Japan

Dry Drilling for reinforced concrete
Completely no water, clean job site, almost 
same drilling speed as wet drilling

Automatic Feeding System
Faster Drilling, Reduced Labor, Run multiple machines, 
Improved Drill Bit life. 
Two mode is prepared, Cut reinforcing steel or STOP 
DRILLING after detecting reinforcing steel. 
Earthquake strengthening project prohibits cutting Earthquake strengthening project prohibits cutting 
reinforcing steel. After touching bit onto reinforcing steel, 
automatically stop drilling. 

See you at BAUMA 2016  Booth A1.543 
Show Dry Drilling demonstration at booth!

CONSEC CORPORATION 
www.consec.co.jp • masanori_hiraga@consec.co.jp • Tel +81-82-297-3231 • Fax +81-82-297-3230
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DOWN WITH DUST!
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A haze of dust was once considered an innocuous by 
product of construction and demolition work. How else 
could dirt be moved or structures demolished without 
stirring up some particulate matter in the process. Some 
might have seen dust in a positive light, a harbinger of 
a welcome improvement that would benefit the com-
munity. Today, we know differently.

Construction related dust has been cast as a neigh-
bourhood nuisance, an environmental evil, and an 
on-site health hazard that must be minimized as much 
as possible. More and more jurisdictions in Europe, the 
Americas, and elsewhere are mandating dust suppression 
as a matter of course, and woe to the contractor whose 
work sparks complaints from disgruntled neighbours or 
visits from not always friendly regulatory authorities. Do 
something about the dust, they will say, or you will not 
be doing anything at all.

But that is becoming less and less of a problem, 
thanks to the expanding variety of strategies and tech-
nologies now available to keep jobsites and their airborne 
environs clean and healthy, and hopefully complaint-
free. Because these systems involve the use of water 
manufacturers have crafted equipment to maximize 
their micron-size bonding capability with a minimum 
of liquid molecules, recycling as much of that water as 
possible to minimize waste.

Likewise, the system’s ease of use should virtually 
eliminate any concerns that dust suppression is ‘just 
another headache’ that has to be dealt with during the 
course of a project. Considering all the benefits dust 
suppression may well be the best problem preventing 
tool at a contractor’s disposal. 

EmiControls  silent 
dust suppression creating a lot of noise

Evolving from snow-making technology is the EmiCon-
trols V12S dust cannon, designed and manufactured 
in Italy. �e V12S is a silent dust suppression solution 
that is quiet to use on city demolition sites and durable 
enough for mining and materials handling applications. 
Operators report it is easy to use as it can be remotely 
controlled by a touch panel or via software.

�e V12S features centrally located nozzles with 
ceramic inserts that generate a fine mist to bind dust 
particles at their source. In windy conditions, the loca-
tion of the nozzles within the jet stream protects the 
droplets from being blown off course. �is results in 
minimal disruption to mist throw length while the valve 
technology provides efficient water usage.

PDi reviews the latest dust suppression systems for 
construction and demolition. Jim Parsons reports.

DOWN WITH DUST!

A number of different mounting options are avail-
able for the dust cannon, including a trolley or tower 
providing greater flexibility and ensuring the V12S is 
the perfect dust suppression solution in a variety of 
applications.

One of the benefits of the dust cannon is its quiet 
operation, which boasts 67dB(A) to 55dB(A) at 20m 
and is ideal for suppressing dust at city demolition sites.

Also from EmiControls is the H1 misting system 
for dust suppression and air filtration in open spaces. 
H1 misting systems produce a high concentration of 
10 micron mist droplets that have the ability to attract 
and abate dust particles PM10 and smaller. �e system 
can abate particles of breathable dust from 0.1 up to 
1000 microns. 

�e H1’s modular design allows rapid and simple 
installation. �e small-size nozzles and easy to maintain 
pipes help reduce energy and operational costs 

www.emicontrols.com
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A new generation of 
dust suppression with Leotech’s Motofog 

Leotech, based in the Dolomites of Northern Italy, 
offers a range of dust suppression products, including 
Motofog specifically designed for demolition. Motofog 
is an autonomous unit with its own diesel engine. 
Instead of a fan unit, Motofog uses an integrated high-
pressure pump that prevents unwanted turbulence that 
sometimes spreads the dust instead of reducing it. �e 
unit has a range up to 35 m, with water consumption 
ranging from 12litre/min to 40litre/min.

Other features include an adjustable spraying head 
with electrically operated vertical and horizontal move-
ments, automatic horizontal rotation, dual jet technol-
ogy to select the most suitable water jet type, and full 
remote control capabilities. Motofog is also compact and 
manoeuvrable and can be easily moved by one person 
or transported in a pick-up vehicle. 

www.leotechdust.com 

Dust Control Technology offers targeted 
control for low-turbulence applications

Dust Control Technology has engineered a smaller 
version of its low-turbulence atomized mist unit for ap-
plications that require precision particle control without 
the disturbance of a fan-driven design. �e DustBoss 
DB-M Mini provides suppression without material 
disruption or saturation. Generating a cascading mist 
of atomized droplets averaging 50-200 microns, the 
unit has a throw of about 3m under calm conditions.  

�e result is effective fugitive particle management at 
the source of the problem, with little pooling or runoff.

“We’ve found suppression is best achieved by 
controlling dust at the source whenever possible,” said 
DCT representative Carl Harr. “We designed this 
compact version of the DB-M to fit into smaller spaces 
to directly address those specific problem areas. It’s well 
suited to applications involving fine dust particles, such 
as concrete crushing or shredding operations.”

�e standard boom length is 600mm, but can be 
specified anywhere from 300mm to 4.57m. It is fitted 
with a nine nozzle misting head. With a minimum 
required pressure of just .69bar and a maximum of 
6.89bar, water is fed through a standard 19mm swivel 
hose coupling or an optional 38mm NPT connection. 
�e water travels through an in-line 75 200 micron filter, 
up the boom, and to the head and atomizing nozzles. 

According to Harr, every operation is unique, 
which may require a high level of customization.  “Dust 
particles vary widely in both composition and size,” said 
Harr. “�ese differences require droplet sizes that match 
the particle sizes in order to be most effective, and in 
some cases chemical treatments may be needed, as well.”

Along with the customizable boom length, 
proprietary variable particle sizing technology allows 
specialized nozzles to be added, removed or replaced 
on the head to customize droplet sizes for optimum 
suppression. If using potable water, nozzles need only 
be inspected once a year.  

An optional dosing pump can be attached for 

metering of odour control additives, surfactants to 
improve binding to particles, or tackifying agents to 
help seal ground level dust and prevent it from becom-
ing airborne. �e unit runs on water pressure alone, 
requiring no electrical hook-up.

“�is is an important addition to our product line, 
because operators now have a compact point of emission 
solution,” said Harr. “Along with less fugitive dust, when 
added to a workplace air quality control plan, operators 
may find a lower burden is placed upon their other dust 
suppression methods and air filtration systems.”

Hydraram HDS-Series spray cannons 
provide effective dust and odour suppression
A Hydraram spray cannon produces through many 
nozzles a fine mist curtain that binds with dust and 
odour particles in the air and then fall to the ground. 

Hydraram systems are more effective and durable 
than traditional equipment because less water is needed 
and consumed. �ere is no need to dedicate an employee 
to managing a handheld sprayer. �e Hydraram HDS-
series spray cannon can be used where dust and odour 
should be eliminated effectively.  Hydraram can adapt 
one of its four models to specific needs and are available 
from their dealer network.

www.hydraram.com

Solve your track-out and 
dust problems with MobyDick 

Dirty public roads and dust contaminated air are toler-
ated less and less by legislators and by the public. For 
more than 25 years, the wheel washing systems from 
the Swiss company Frutiger, under the brand name 
MobyDick wheel washing systems, have been at work 
in over 3,500 operations worldwide. 

Whenever contaminated trucks from sites drive out 
directly onto the public roads, the MobyDick wheel 
washing systems can prevent contamination from get-
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ting onto the roads and highways. Pollution of the air 
with dust around the areas is also reduced considerably.  

Another rapidly expanding area of application for 
wheel washing systems is steel plants. For this reason 
Frutiger has increased production of more and more 
wheel washing systems for steel plants for customers 
including �yssenKrupp, Tata Steel, and ArcelorMittal. 

For example, a MobyDick quick system was in-
stalled in Port Talbot, UK, where the levels of particulate 
matter had been identified at Tata Steel’s plant. �e cause 
was a large number of trucks moving between dirty areas 
and roads. �e solution to this obstructive problem was 
to clean the trucks and other vehicles, some of which 
were 5m wide and weighed more than 100t.

After a site inspection by a MobyDick specialist, 
Frutiger developed and manufactured a tailored solution 
comprising a galvanized wheel washing system, with six 
washing pumps and more 10,000litres/min of washing 
power. Most of the wash water can be recycled through 
the system to be reused again and again. 

In addition to the wheel washing systems, Frutiger, 
together with its Belgian partner Savic Engineering offers 
a wide range of MobyDick dust control cannons and 
complete dust control concepts for the steel, mining, 
bulk handling, recycling and the construction industry.

www.mobydick.com

Technology transfer is a specialty at IAG
Industrie Automatisierungsgesellschaft was founded as a 
partnership of three individuals in 1986 and manufac-
tures purpose built machinery for complex applications. 
Since 2007, the company increased its focus on the 
development and manufacture of fan snow guns and 
fully automated snow-making systems.

�e activities in the area of snow-making technol-
ogy gave birth to IAG’s emission prevention division in 
2008. �e development of the ESM150 dust binding 
machine was followed by additional products for bind-
ing dust emissions.

�e company develops customised solutions by em-
ploying the most advanced technologies. �e company’s 
strength lies in creating complete solutions from a single 
source, starting with the specification profile, through 
development and realization, and on to implementation 
on the customer’s site, including service support.

www.iag.at

MB Dustcontrol BV continuesly develops new dust 
suppression equipment and has recently introduced 
a number of new machines into the market. �e new 
types are: SprayCannon 10 which is a dust suppres-
sion, ventilation and air suction unit. SprayCannon 
15 is a new self supporting unit. SprayCannon 35 is 
also a new  self supporting unit which includes an 
hydraulic mast for better reach and direction. Spray-
Cannon 25/35W is another news for mounting on 
the wall or in the seiling. �e SprayCannon 45 has 
also been launhed also with self support.

AAccoridng to MB Dustcontrol, with the intro-
duction of these new introduced machines, the manu-
facturer has the widest series of SprayCannons available 
in the World. �is fits to their perspective that every 
dust suppression project needs a specific approach.

MB Dustcontrol has recently appointed new 
official distributors in various countries: UK; GARIC 
LTD, Switzerland/Germany; IMTECO GMBH, Ger-
many; BERBEE GMBH, France; RDS FRANCE, Bel-
gium; HYDOR BVBA and Middle East: NEHMEH.

Spray cannon for dust c
ontrol and road watering purposes

More and more MB Dustcontrol receive requests for 
self-sustaining systems. �is means a SprayCannon  
equipped with a water tank and generator whether 

or not equipped with trailer. �is has resulted in the 
development of a complete range of “Self Supporting” 
SprayCannons  from small to large. Recently the Spray-
Cannon 15 “Self Supporting” was added to this series. 
�is installation includes an approved trailer equipped 
with a SprayCannon 15, 1150 litres water tank and  a 4 
kVA Generator. By default, this installation is equipped 
with manual horizontal angle adjustment as well as 
vertical angle adjustment and comes with dry run 
protection. As an option, this installation is produced 
with the road watering option. By means of a simple 
operation can be switched between Road Watering 
and using the SprayCannon. �e SC15SS can work 
autonomously for 4 hours and sprays up to 15 metres 
far (no wind measured). In short, a versatile dust/odour 
control and road watering installation which is also very 
suitable for rental purposes.

www.mbdustcontrol.com

News from MB Dustcontrol
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Do you have fun with it? That ’s the question PDi editor Jim Parsons asks when he 
reports in his annual compact loader and skid steer feature.

LOAD-INS
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Do you enjoy your job? Hopefully if you are in the 
demolition and construction business, the answer is 
yes. But do you have fun with it? �at is a little more 
difficult to answer. After all, demolition and con-
struction tasks require constant vigilance to ensure 
each day’s work is done correctly and safely, so that 
everyone on site goes home at the end of the shift.

Besides, how can something called work be fun? 
But ask most operators of mobile equipment, such as 
the compact loaders and skid steers featured, and they 
will likely have a hard time concealing their grins. 

Operator-friendly features increase
�at is due in large part to the operator friendly fea-
tures manufacturers are building into their products, 
from intuitive controls that help expedite a full range 
of manoeuvres to comfortable cab environments that 
foster improved focus on performing those tasks, 
rather than counting the hours until quitting time.

Such features are particularly important given 
the gradual greying of the current workforce. What 
better way to attract Millennials to take their place 
than with equipment displays and devices that appeal 
to their videogame mindsets, while also providing a 

welcome opportunity to do something hands-on as 
part of a team. 

But it is not all about the operator, of course. 
Manufacturers also recognize that owners and renters 
of compact equipment are looking to get the most 
value for every day or hour the machine is in service. 
New emissions standards that might have otherwise 
sapped power and performance in the name of en-
vironmental quality have been more than offset by 
innovative technologies, as well as other features en-
hancing versatility, efficiency, and ease of maintenance.

True, no job is perfect. �ere will always be 
headaches and gripes and complications that just 
have to be accepted as part of daily life. But with 
equipment like the products featured in this report, 
even the working world’s slings and arrows become 
a little more tolerable.

Hydrostatic drive systems 
added to Doosan wheel loaders

The new DL200-5 and DL200TC-5 are the first 
Doosan wheel loaders with a hydrostatic drive system 
in place of the traditional torque converter transmission. 
�e dash-5 wheel loaders replace the dash-3 models, 

transitioning from an interim Tier 4 to Tier 4 compliant 
diesel engine. �ey offer improvements in fuel efficiency, 
operator comfort, serviceability and reliability.

Like their predecessors, customers can choose 
between two lift arm designs. �e DL200-5 wheel 
loader is built with a standard Z bar linkage system, 
which is ideal for digging, heavy lifting and general 
construction tasks. �e DL200TC-5 wheel loader 
has a parallel linkage system to help the wheel loader 
operator keep the load level through the entire lift 
cycle. Both models have a 2m3 bucket capacity.

A new hydrostatic drive system in the DL200-5 
and DL200TC-5 loaders offers several advantages 
over the torque converter system. Operators can 
select between three power modes that adjust the 
maximum engine speed. Unique to the hydrostatic 
drive system, the engine speed is not directly corre-
lated to the machine’s travel speed, so the maximum 
travel speed remains unaffected.

Doosan DL200-5 and DL200TC-5 wheel loader 
operators can also easily adjust traction force to 
match site conditions to reduce wheel slippage for a 
more efficient operation in digging, stockpiling and 
loading applications. �e new speed management 
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feature allows operators to obtain full engine speed for 
optimal lift arm or hydraulic attachment performance, 
yet fine-tune the maximum machine travel speed with 
seven present levels within first gear, up to 13km/h.

Doosan added an auto-shutdown system to the 
loaders to help owners and operators save fuel during 
non-working conditions. Operators can configure the 
idle time before auto shutdown, from 3 to 60min. When 
enabled, the feature will shut down the wheel loader’s 
engine when the preset idle time is met.

�e new loaders are powered by Tier 4-compliant 
diesel engines. Doosan achieved Tier 4 emission require-
ments without the need for a diesel particulate filter. 
�e loaders’ diesel engines are optimized for use with a 
high-pressure common rail fuel delivery system and a 
cooled exhaust gas recirculation system. 

New to the loaders are a wastegate turbocharger and 
selective catalytic reduction with diesel exhaust fluid. 
�e wastegate turbocharger utilizes a diesel oxidation 
catalyst to reduce particulate matter and SCR after 
treatment to reduce nitrogen oxides.

 
New Bobcat T740 compact track 

loader features non-DPF diesel engine
Bobcat has introduced its Tier 4-compliant 700 frame 
size compact track loader. �e Bobcat T740 is powered 
by a diesel engine that is under 56kW, and does not 
require a diesel particulate filter, selective catalytic re-
duction, or diesel exhaust fluid. Bobcat T740 compact 
track loaders use a diesel oxidation catalyst to meet Tier 
4 emission standards. �e DOC is a special catalyst that 
reacts with engine exhaust and transforms combustion 
by products into water and carbon dioxide.

�e T740 is a large machine for construction, 
landscaping, agriculture, buildings and grounds, and 
other market segments. �is machine joins the M-Series 
compact loader line and shares features such as improved 
power and performance, better visibility and superior 
operator comfort.  �e vertical lift path loaders are 
designed to lift loads higher so it is easier to clear high 
sided truck boxes and hoppers. 

�e hydraulic systems on M-Series loaders also 
have higher standard flow and pressure, for increased 
attachment performance. An optional 115.5litre/min 

hydraulic option gives T740 operators more attachment 
power, boosting machine productivity. More than 60 
Bobcat attachments are approved for use with the T740.

Like all M-Series compact track loaders, the T740 
features a cab forward design that moves operators closer 
to the attachment and the work area, plus providing 
unmatched visibility in all directions. �e new loader has 
the largest cab door opening on the market, improving 
visibility to attachments, particularly to the cutting edge 
and corners of the bucket. Large side and rear windows 
on the cab provide more visibility to the tyres or tracks, 
as well as the back of the machine. �e large top window 
makes it easier and more comfortable for the operator 
when performing tasks, like loading trucks or tall hoppers.

�e pressurized cab includes a seal that goes all the 
way around the door and fits into a special curved pocket. 
�is minimizes the amount of dirt and dust that enters the 
cab, creating better working conditions plus it makes it 
easier to keep the cab clean. Standard controls with power 
assist are the base control configuration for the T740. 
Selectable joystick controls are available as an option.

Simple checkpoints and loader design elements 
make it easier to perform regular maintenance. Auxiliary 
quick couplers are mounted directly to the front plate 
of the lift arm and hoses are routed through the loader 
arms for protection. A guard bar extends in the front 
of the coupler for protection. 

JCB demolition package helps 
contractors tackle tough work

JCB recently introduced a new demolition application 
package across its entire range of 18 skid steer and com-
pact track loaders. �e new package is factory installed 
and includes a fire extinguisher, level 2 FOPS guard, 
a twine cutter, front screen guard and heavy-duty rear 
bars. Canopy models require the front impact protection 
option to accommodate the new demolition package.

Pressurized JCB cab model SSLs and CTLs reduce 
dust and debris exposure. Additional operator safety is 
built in with JCB’s PowerBoom design, which is a single 
arm, rather than the conventional two-arm skid steer 
design. �is enables the use of a left side entry door, 
allowing the operator to enter and exit the machine 
clear of the attachment and loader arm regardless of 
arm position. �ere is also a large front emergency exit.

Additionally, the JCB Power Boom offers unrivalled 
visibility at 270°, a 60% advantage over competitive 
manufacturers’ products. A large rear service door allows 
for easy access to the engine and daily maintenance check-
points. Machine protection is enhanced by the routing 
of hydraulic hoses through the boom to prevent damage.

JCB’s line of skid steer and compact track loaders 
range from 2,791kg to 5,260kg operating weights and 
are powered by 36kW to 55kW non-DPF JCB Diesel 
Tier 4 Final engines. JCB builds each unit to a cus-
tomer’s exact specifications. Customers can choose from 
radial or vertical lift, wheeled or track, cab or canopy 
and a variety of other options.

Case extends and upgrades its 
skid steer and compact track loader range 

Case Construction Equipment has expanded its skid 
steer loader and compact track loader line with four new 
models, upgraded one model and introduced Tier 4 Final 
technology. With the new additions, the range now counts 
nine skid steer loaders and four compact track loaders. 

All five models feature 3.4litre turbo engines and 
the maintenance free Tier 4 Final solution developed 
by FPT Industrial. �is technology delivers up to 10% 
more power and does not require additional fluids or 
particulate filter. �e engine’s low fuel consumption cuts 
operating costs even further. 

�e new skid steer and compact track loaders can 
handle the most demanding jobs. �e higher torque and 
breakout force results in faster cycle times and higher pro-
ductivity. Both standard and high flow configurations de-
liver higher hydraulic flow for faster moving attachments. 

�e SR240 is a large frame skid steer that excels in 
its torque and breakout force ratings. �is makes it ideal 
for customers looking for a high level of performance 
in digging and pushing applications. �e new vertical 
lift skid steer loader model, the SV280, delivers the 
best-in-class dump height of 2.63m. �e new radial lift 
compact track loader TR310 is also a new model that 
comes with 400mm tracks.

All the new models feature the spacious cab of the 
existing line, with all round visibility, suspension seating 
and ergonomic controls. In addition, the engine technol-
ogy ensures lower noise and vibration levels, which en-
hance the operator’s comfort during long working days.

Volvo L28F is an ideal fit for any jobsite
�e new L28F compact wheel loader is the latest from 
Volvo Construction Equipment. With a bucket capacity 
of 1m3, the new model fills a gap in the Volvo compact 
wheel loader range.

�e L28F can carry a fork payload of up to 2.2t 
for a wide range of applications. �e heavy-duty power 
train, Z-bar linkage and hydraulics enable the use of a 
variety of attachments, from forks and buckets to mate-
rial handling arms.

With a maximum height of 2.5m with standard 
tyres, this machine provides easy access to confined 
working spaces. For increased traction, the L28F features 
large tyres, 100% differential locks on the front and 
rear axles and an articulating oscillating joint, which 
maintains 100% ground contact. 

�e L28F offers ergonomic controls and an easy to 
read dashboard. �e large glazed area on all four sides of 
the cab and an optional in-cab rear-view mirror allow 
for a comprehensive view. An optional driveline shut-off 
feature has been incorporated for enhanced safety. If the 
seat belt is not connected or parking brake engaged the 
power train will not start.

�e L28F has 500h intervals between engine oil 
changes, and 1,500h between hydraulic oil changes. �e 
engine bay provides ground level access to the air filter, 
hydraulic filter, engine oil filter, fuel filter, and a transparent 
water separator. All filler pipes, fluid level, dipsticks, bat-
tery, and master switches are identified and easily accessed.
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Chinese construction equipment manu-
facturer LiuGong, showed nine machines, 
including wheel loaders, excavators and 
road equipment at the groundbreaking cer-
emony for the China-Laos Railway Project 
in Vientiane, Laos. The project will boost the 
socioeconomic development of Laos, improve 
the nation’s transportation and generate jobs 
for local people. It will also inject new mo-
mentum into the economy of China’s south 
western regions. 

The 418km rail line is expected to be 
finished in 2020. Once operational the line 
will become the longest and fastest railway 
in Laos, allowing for speeds up to 160km/h 
for passenger trains and 120km/h for freight. 
Because the route passes through one of the 
most extreme geographic and climatic regions 
in the world, more than 60% of the nearly 
200km of construction will consist of bridges 
and tunnels, including two bridges crossing 
the Mekong River. 

LiuGong was the first company in China 
to begin manufacturing heavy equipment and 
the producer of China’s first modern wheel 
loader in 1966. After its 57 years’ develop-
ment, the company now has 15 product lines 
including wheel loaders, excavators, bulldoz-
ers, motor graders, pavers, cold planers, skid 
steers, backhoe loaders, rollers, forklifts, 
truck mounted cranes, crawler cranes, pipe 
layers, mining dump trucks, and concrete 
equipment. 

LiuGong started its globalization path 
early in 2003, and now has one of the stron-
gest dealer networks to support its global 
business. The company has set up its busi-
ness network in 62 of the 65 Belt and Road 
countries, including Laos. LiuGong signed 
with its present dealer, Weikai Import and 
Export Trading Company, in 2012 and has 
grown into one of biggest distributors of 
construction equipment in the Laos market.

Nine LiuGong 
Machines on Display 
at the Groundbreak-
ing Ceremony 
of China-Laos 
Railway Project

Cat small-chassis D Series 
loaders are packed with features 

Four new D Series small chassis models are the latest 
additions to the Caterpillar compact track loader and 
skid-steer loader ranges. �ese are the SSL models 226D 
and 232D; and CTL models 239D and 249D.  All 
incorporate innovations of larger D Series machines, 
including a sealed/pressurized cab, electro-hydraulic 
controls, redesigned lift arms, premium seat choices, and 
an optional advanced display, available with rear-view 
camera. All use an electronic Cat C2.2 engine that meets 
Tier 4-Final/Stage IIIB emissions standards.

�e 232D is designed with agricultural applications 
in mind, and the 239D and 249D are contenders in 
the construction and rental markets. �e 239D, with 
its suspended steel embedded rubber track, replaces the 
247B3 multi-terrain loader and delivers lower owning and 
operating costs of the rubber-wheeled, softer track system. 

Further additions to the small chassis SSL models 
include a two-speed drive system with a top speed of 
18km/h for the 226D and 232D. �e 239D and 249D 
models have operating weights of less than 3,630kg.

�e radial lift 226D and vertical lift 232D have 
standard rated operating capacities of 703kg and 840kg, 
respectively, increasing to 748kg and 885 kg with the 
optional counterweight. �e radial lift 239D and vertical 
lift 249D have standard ROCs of 930kg and 1,043kg, 
which the optional counterweight increases to 1,020kg 
and 1,134kg.

The 50kW C2.2 engine uses a high-pressure/
common-rail fuel system, direct fuel injection, and a 
maintenance-free diesel oxidation catalyst as the only 
required exhaust after treatment. �e new small chassis 
models have 10% more horsepower, 10% more torque, 
and deliver a 14% increase in fuel efficiency, compared 
with predecessor models.

�e D-Series cab is modular and self-sealing, leaving 
no part of the cab attached to the chassis when the cab is 
tilted. A redesigned HVAC system supplies 20% more 
airflow and an approximate 50% increase in heating 
and cooling rates.

�e standard control monitor has a single code security 
feature to deter theft and unauthorized operation. �e ad-
vanced display monitor expands security codes to 50 and can 
store and recall operating preferences for each code, allowing 
individual operators to tailor the machine to experience level 
and application. Preferences include response rates for the 
hydrostatic drive and implement hydraulic systems, as well 
as settings for ride control, creep speed, and top speed limit. 
A master code allows review of operator specific machine 
information, including hours of operation, fuel burn, operat-
ing events, and diagnostic codes.

�e new small chassis D Series models feature 
the intelligent levelling system that includes dual self-
levelling, electronic snubbing, return-to-dig, and work 
tool positioning.

�e dual self-levelling system electronically and auto-
matically levels the loader linkage when raising and lower-
ing the lift arms, assisting with optimum material retention 
when loading trucks or using forks. Electronic snubbing 
automatically cushions the descent of the lift arms, slowing 
downward motion as the arms reach the stops.

�e return-to-dig feature allows the operator to set 
the digging angle of the bucket and then to automati-
cally recall the setting by depressing a trigger switch on 
the joystick as the lift arms lower. �e work tool posi-
tioning feature allows the angle of the tool to be pre-set.

Lift arms for all D Series machines are a tubular 
design enhancing sight lines to the sides of the machine, 
tyres, and to the work tool/coupler interface. �e auto-
matic work tool coupler is electrically actuated, replacing 
the previous hydraulically actuated coupler. �e new 
coupler eliminates hoses and connectors, and is easier 
to install in the field. A high-flow auxiliary hydraulic 
system provides flows to 97litre/min and pressures 
to 23,000kPa. Both standard and high-flow auxiliary 
systems use connect-under-pressure quick disconnects.

�e new CTL models are equipped with a sus-
pended undercarriage and are available with standard 
320mm block tread tracks, or optional 400mm tracks 
with a wide bar low ground pressure tread.

Hand and foot controls 
now available for Cat models

For the first time, hand and foot controls will be offered 
on a variety of Caterpillar skid steer, multi terrain and 
compact track loader models. 

It starts with smart joystick design. Single-axis 
joysticks provide the fore and aft movement and the re-
sistance and feel operators expect. In addition, the shorter 
joystick travel compared to traditional hand levers means 
operators can use the armrest. Cat hand and foot controls 
offer multiple control modes that allow operators to tailor 
the drive and implement response to their skill or task.

�e fully sealed and pressurized cab is maintained 
with the new hand and foot controls. A centre step 
provides low cab step-in height, while traction dimples 
ensure firm footing. �e recessed foot pedals are adjust-
able to provide an appropriate operating angle.

�e hand and foot controls option will be available 
for Cat’s 226D, 232D, 236D, 242D, 246D, 262D skid 
steer loaders, the 257D, 277D, 287D multi-terrain 
loaders and the 239D, 249D, 259D, 279D, 289D 
compact track loaders.

Also for Cat products
– a new remote control system

Torc Robotics and Caterpillar have released the Re-
moteTask remote control system for Cat D Series 
skid steer, multi-terrain, and compact track loaders. 
�e RemoteTask system enables operators to precisely 
control the machines up to 300m from outside the cab 
from potentially hazardous tasks and environments.

�e RemoteTask controls feature virtually no lag in 
machine response. �e intuitive remote control interface 
is designed to closely mimic in-cab machine controls 
for easy transition from manual to remote operation.

Transforming a machine takes about an hour for 
a Cat dealer to install the RemoteTask system and can 
be changed from manual to remote mode at the turn 
of a key switch. �e system is completely transferrable 
between units. �e portable console allows the operator 
to move as needed for good lines of sight. 

RemoteTask can be integrated into 16 models of Cat 
D Series products, and can control more than 200 work 
tools with all hydraulic functions controlled by the remote 
system. It will be available in North America in January 
2016, and outside of North America later in the year.
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Successful WJTA-IMCA 2015 Conference/Expo

German Demolition Association’s Demolition Conference

CSDA president to 
receive lifetime award
In the US the Concrete Sawing and Drilling 
Association past president Ted Johnston, from 
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, is to receive 
the association’s prestigious Lifetime Achieve-
ment Award. He will be presented with the 
award at the association’s 44th Annual 
Convention & Tech Fair, 8-12 March 2016, 
at the JW Marriott Desert Springs Resort & 
Spa in Palm Desert, California.

The first Canadian contractor member 
elected to serve as CSDA president, Johnston 
becomes the eighth member of the industry 
to receive the Lifetime Achievement Award 
since its inception in 2005. 

Johnston began his career in the industry 
in 1978, working alongside his brother at 
Johnston Bros. He went on to work for Rodron 
Drilling before founding his own company, 
Di-Tech International, in 1984. The company 
joined the CSDA the following year and is still 
a member. Johnston stepped down as presi-
dent of Di-Tech International earlier this year. 
His election in 2003 highlighted CSDA as an 
international association, as currently almost 
20% of the membership is outside of the US.

Active in CSDA from early in his com-
pany’s membership, Johnston chaired some 
of the association’s committees before 
being elected to serve on the CSDA Board 
of Directors in 1998. He was then elected 
CSDA president five years later. During 
Johnston’s two-year tenure as president, the 
CSDA Safety Manual was released, a 230 
page document to assist concrete cutting 
contractors to establish company specific 
safety programmes. Also around this time, 
CSDA completed a new training facility 
with its partners at St. Petersburg College in 
Clearwater, Florida, which remains the venue 
for the association’s Operator Certification 
programme.

“I am thrilled that Ted Johnston is 
receiving this award,” says two-time CSDA 
president Jim Dvoratchek. “Over the years, 
Ted has been a tremendous ambassador for 
the association to other Canadian contractors 
and industry delegates from Japan. He is an 
industry leader, mentor and innovator, his 
diamond wire sawing work on several large-
scale projects has proven that.”

Industry professionals are encouraged 
to join CSDA in Palm Desert, California, for 
the 44th Annual Convention & Tech Fair to 
honour Johnston. 

The WaterJet Technology Association-In-
dustrial & Municipal Cleaning Association 
welcomed 1,075 delegates representing 30 
countries to the 2015 WJTA-IMCA Confer-
ence and Expo held 2-4 November at the 
Morial Convention Center in New Orleans. 

Ninety-one exhibitors displayed waterjet 
and industrial cleaning supplies, equipment, 
systems and services, industrial vacuum trucks 
and hydro-excavators, and related services. 

The pre-Conference workshop, Waterjet 
Technology: Basics and Beyond, was held on 
2 November. The course covered the history of 
waterjet technology, fundamentals, applica-
tions, equipment, UHP and abrasive cutting 
applications, and safety.

The Boot Camp sessions covered the 
power of industrial vacuum, pressure loss 
in waterjet systems, hands-free hydro-
excavation, a training program for entry 
level waterblasters, waterblast nozzle selec-
tion, static electricity in HAZLOC vacuuming 
operations, and robotics in hydrodemolition.

Users and automation developers dis-
cussed how the design and application of 

automated high-pressure waterjet cleaning 
equipment has improved safety, productivity 
and the quality of industrial cleaning during 
a panel discussion. 

Live demonstrations included surface 
preparation, industrial vacuuming, roboti-
cally controlled shot gunning systems, heat 
exchanger and tube cleaning, waterjet 
cleaning at 55 kpsi, advanced controls, new 
pumps, and more.

Some of the world’s leading engineers 
and researchers shared the latest technologi-
cal developments during paper presentations. 
Topics covered abrasive jet applications, 
material removal and the environment, jet 
forces and cut surfaces, drilling and mining, 
efficiency enhancement and cleaning and 
blasting.

The WJTA-IMCA awards ceremony was 
held on 3 November and Lydia Frenzel, Ph.D. 
received the Pioneer Award in recognition 
of her significant contributions to the ad-
vancement, development and application of 
waterjet technology for surface preparation 
and coating removal.

BASF Corporation and The Dow Chemi-
cal Company received the Safety Award 
in recognition of their owner leadership in 
driving improvement in hydroblasting safety 
processes and automation.

StoneAge received the Technology Award 
in recognition of major contributions to the 
development and application of hands-free 
waterjet technology.

The 2015 Service Award was presented to 
Kathy Krupp, Lake Jackson, TX, in recognition 
of her service to the WJTA-IMCA.

“Enhancing the Adhesion Strength of Cold 
Gas Dynamic Sprayed Coatings by Preparing 
the Substrates with the High-Frequency Pulsed 
Waterjet,”  by M. Vijay, A. Tieu, W. Yan, B. Dan-
iels, and M. Xu of VLN Advanced Technologies, 
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, and B. Jodoin, T. 
Samson, D. MacDonald, R. Fernández, and M. 
Yandouzi of the University of Ottawa, received 
the 2015 Best Paper Award.

WJTA-IMCA 2016 will be held on 2-3 
November at the Morial Convention Center 
in New Orleans, 

www.wjta.org

The German Demolition Association’s 22nd 
Demolition Conference will take place on 4 and 
5 March 2016 in the Hotel InterContinental, 
Berlin. More than 750 visitors and 90 exhibi-
tors took part in Europe’s largest demolition 
convention in March 2015. The convention 
is open to anyone interested in demolition.

Visitors consist of demolition contrac-
tors, employees of engineering offices, 
representatives of public authorities and site 
managers. Approximately 20 presentations 
will be given on a series of current topics 
of demolition. The speakers will report on 

the latest developments and innovations 
in the areas of technology, removal of toxic 
waste, recycling, health & safety and accident 
prevention. Site reports and information on 
relevant legal changes will also be included.  
The  ‘dialogue evening’  will provide visitors 
with an opportunity to consolidate existing 
contacts and make new ones within an 
informal gathering.

The programme will inform about the de-
molition of pre-stressed concrete bridges and 
demolition works within the new Birmingham 
railway station in the UK with a remotely 

controlled excavator. It contains topics such as 
the requirement for early involvement of Envi-
ronment, Health & Safety (EHS) in dismantling 
projects, as well as practical examples of 
leading German blasting companies.

The exhibition accompanying the con-
vention is a valuable supplement to the 
programme as the excursions to demolition 
sites in Berlin on the second day. 

Registration is available on the  website  
www.demolition-conference.com and will 
also include  the  final programme of the 
22nd  Demolition Conference. 
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PREMIUM  
DRY DRILLING SYSTEM
The perfect interplay of the new DME19DP*** dry drill motor and the 
specially developed TGD® dry drill bits ensures outstanding results 
when drilling reinforced concrete. An easy-to-use system providing 
best value for money. No water. No slurry. No problem.

The first easy-to-use 
dry drilling system for 
reinforced concrete
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Make an Impact.  

www.bretec.com

*Auto lubrication is available as an option for greater tool protection to all C-series Bretec breakers M17C, L20C and L30C

Upgrade your 
breaking technology

Sandvik Construction, USA/Canada Scott Davison 1-404-345-3716 scott.davison@sandvik.com

NOW WITH 
AUTOMATIC GREASING*


